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"Vhancejoward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right.
Saturday,
Apiul 27, 1918.
ROY.
Mora County, New Mexico,

XV.

Number

Baptist Church

Thrift Stamps

14

Red Cross Sale
o

Dedication, Sunday May
that so.m psople
do not realize the im?ortanc3 of Dedicatory Sermon at 11 a m,
Thrift Stamps as a measure for
Basket Dianer following serraising revenue for the Governmon.
ment, That you, who have not
Every body is Cordially invited
purchased Thrift Stamps may
to come.
have a chance . to know what 'Baptutof
neighboring Church!
your neighbors are., doingr we
es of Mesa are extended a special
publish the following results here
'
to be here,

It is

; i

possible

at home. The total salea in Mora
County reported thru the Cen

tra! PostoiTice at Roy aggregated

A Chance for Every Man, Woman and Child on this Mesa
to Prove their Loyalty, and Help to Pile Up a Big
WAR FUND for the Red Cross, Liberty
Loan and War Savings Stamps.

TTHTTnAV

TITTPT APTJTl HIV

AT

MFSA

T

G. R. Abernathy has stopped
his tractor plow this week while
the Magneto of! to the factory for

Time for Concerted Action Every
Town and Community on Mesa
Asked to Help "Big Drive"
Wednesday Night April 17th, the citizens of Roy and vicinity
met at the Community Hall and organized "The Mesa Patriotic
League." C. L Wensell was elected chairman of the new League,
J. Floersheim, secretary, and C. L. Justice, treasurer.
Several committees were appointed, the main one of which is
the "Donation Committee" It will be the duty of this committee
to see that every man, woman and child on this mesa is asked to
bring SOME donation to, Roy, at Ie6t two days before May 1st, the.
g
day of the BIG DRIVE. Here is a chance to do your bit.
from a pound of Pinto Beans'ito a ' Cow will be accepted do;
what you can but DO IT: These donations witl"be ' auctioned oi
us show ..the World
and should run into the thousands. '

repairs..

I,t

where we stand. Remember the Slogan:

ii

this week or
to
next to consult a . specialist
regarding (Frank's health. He
has a throat affection which has
been 'troubling Kim seriously
for some time.
back

N

,

I

Roy is again opened to

the proprietress, Mrs. Ren fro
and bids for the patronage
it formerly received under her
efficient management and also
for all the increasing hotel busMrs.
iness since that time;
-

Renfrohás

BE SURE TO COME EARLY

'S

Music by the Band.

Patriotic Address, REV. EUTSLER

tion, beds for 30 or more people
and first class meals without
having to come down town for
them. Pass it on to your friends
that the Southwestern is again a
home for transients when in Roy

Address, Liberty Loans, Ir,vin Ogden, Sr.
Announcement, Dinner and Red Cross
"
Auction Sale.

AFTERNOON
Patriotic Reading, Mrs. Ethel Harper

Address. REV. J. S. RUSSELL.

Mills.
Address on Red Cross, Mrs. W. H. Wilcox.

Patriotic Drill by Pupils of Wagon
Mound.
Address, Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon.
Male Quartette.'
"
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EVENING

Grand Ball given for the Benefit of Red Cross
j

i

i

j
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Remember the Slogan :
.

--

.

;

Rév. Howell came down from
his homestead Saturday to make
final, proof. He expects to call
Uncle Sam's bet and have a farm
to pay taxes on next year.
W. R, Bradlay and

NO SLACK
"THERE ARE
,

arc

.

wife were

ERS.tS&S
with their Case 20 tractcr.

.

e.

1

'

home-cure-

fM

card from

advises that his wife stood the
trip back home in the car splend- and a hundred or more useful
and necessary articles wiil be
idly and they found the children
told to tha highest bidder. '
and others well and rejoiced to
Besides the articles donatod
see them.
many citizens have made C2s'v
donations if $1. and $5. to the
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
o
..; J
cause.
11 is very iijijai unit umi cvci j'; Com? to the big Patriotic Diy
member of the church be present and, also come to take ad
van tag.''
next Sunday morning as
of
tfctf sale as well as help' a'csg
'
to ' bring V matter beforr the the'cause.."' '.
bearing
on
the
church that has a
S. H. ; Jenkins, the Berber, i
welfare of the church.
,0, W. Hcarn, Pastor. proud'y displaying a set of furs
he has had made up as a present
Roeq Reeder for his- wife. They are made
Mr. and Mrs.
mourn the loss of their little son, from three large grey fox skins
James Thomas, who came to which he bought from a trapper
their home last week but remain- - m Red River canon. It is as line
ed three days, They have the a set a3 yyj will ever see and
sympathy of many friends in Mrs. Jenluns will doubtless be
their sorrow and are deeply great proud cf it.
ful to those who ministered to
Fred Brown's new house is
them in their affliction.
getting boxed up so you can beDANCE gin to see the plan. It will be a
dandy when it is finished.
i
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'

'

i

-
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BAND-BENEFI-

T

' "Waters and Mis.?
The Roy Band will give a
dance Saturday night, April ;lr327, at the hall at which snec LlsJ' Il3clz t?rove to Kalon
V will hp rrnflerrd. a 'Friday evening and expected to
drive on to Trinidad but went on
good time assured.
Proceeds will go to paying the train as it was snowing up in
off the indebtedness of the the pass. They had a delightful
trip anyway.
Band.
-

L

at a iuv.il

i

Dr.

M. D, Gibl)3

had the gooJ

fortune to get away from Court
at Mora and ctme home Tuesday
noon. The Andres Ebel ca.-was the first one called and he
carne away before the jury t
c

uuui;
Mayor

F. A.

Roy was

st
meeting was called Springer
Monday
returning
evening at the
Wednesday
Tuesday in company with II. C.
Community Hall to meet with
Abbott in his flivver, Nore of
A special

interested listeners. He promised
They will return to Dawson for
to come again at some future
the summer as Geo. has a good
time and talk on water systems
position there.
and give us the benefit of his
'knowledge.
expert
the
Charlie Feare and wife

happy parents of a bouncing
mine and a halt' pound boy since
Friday last. Charlie is tho busiast
YOUR man in town as well as the
"Over proudest.

Immediately After the Speaking in the Afternoon.
The Ladies of the Red Cross will serve a Patriotic Dinner. Remember this is
Affair, promoted to aid YOUR Government, which is backing YOUJR Boys
A list of All Donators will be published in the
There" in their Fight for Freedom.
Every family on the Mesa should be represented on this list. No
Spanish-Americago on record as a TRUE PATRIQT.
matter how little you can afford see to it that you
.
.
,
.
vmg A
All donations shou d reach Roy as soon as possible. . All parties
on iianu at ;ou íur me diu mixtiuc.
to tiecoraie meir cars ana
"

Jst?

Mr. II. O. Duer, of Clayton, who
them accuse Mr. Abbott of
is a professional manager of
too slow.
George Lucas and wife came municipal water supplies and
down from Dawson Friday for a sewerage systems. He gave an
F. A. Sargent the now JeweVr
stay of two weeks on the farm interesting talk on the subject
who came to Roy last week like s
visiting the old folks and getting
anda number of citizens were the town so weil that' he.- has
; things fixed up for the
summer.

May Pole Dance, Pupils of 5th and 6th
Grades, Miss Elsye B. Hoelz, teacher.
Ladies' Sextette, "Goodbye William,
Goodbye."

Biggest Auction in the History of the Mesa

May

t Donations Yrom all over the
i?,esa 1and th
in, fwn
iau uvvii uiuue ujiu uie lunow- ing articles are but a few of
invitation
the many that will be sold at
Done by order of Church auction on that day.
:
Saturday April 6. 1918.
"Casey" (Alias. Col. F. O.
White) will do the "Spelling"
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Ogden
and you can bet it will ; be a
went to Dawson Sunday ta visit
their son Fred, and take a vacaLook over this list,
tion for two weeks. This is the
New Kitchen Range,
$37.50
first time Mr. Ogden has lef the
New Bed complete,
$46.75,
mesa since coming here 11 years
' $200.00
One high-bre- d
Jock,
ago, They asked us not to Bay
,V
Saddle pony, ....
this was a"Wedding trip" or
Horse,. .Cow, 2001b, Beans, Meal
any thing like that and the young
Ticket, Navajo Blanket Setting
people think it funny that they
Eggs $5.Thrift Stamp. 2Five-yea- r
should worry about their neglectSubscriptions to Local News
ing the chores.
papers, 2 Sheep, many Chickens,
Hams, several new
T. E. Mitchell returned last 2
for
hats
and Men, 2 cases
Ladies
was
He
week from a trip cast
Oat
meal,Pa;r
Shoes'
Box Cigars
in
at Crestón and other points
New
Inner
Ton Coal,
Tube,
Iowa buying some new Herd Bulls j
alyearling
Calf, Heating Stove,
and made quite a trip of it
Flour,
Washing
Potatoes,
together.
hil
L
What.
A
Rev. W. C. Heaton

nate that the Southwestern is
again a business interest of Roy
The lack of hotel facilities for the
past winter has caused many
The I. O. O. F. Hall will not
dollars to slip away to other be rented for dance hereafter
towns which will now rejnain only to those who give them in
We especially commend
here.
the interest of some public enter
the Southwestern to the travel-- j
ing public as first class aceomda- - ,ao
onA nnmnMaA ,Uh

1

P.Iusicby the Band. Song, "America."

papar-ed- ,

painted, and remodeled the
building thruout and it is spick
and span thruoilt. all th bedrooms are furnished as liiey
should be and the dining room
has been made especially attra-tive- .
Mrs. Ren fro h;s spent
several hundred dollers in re
furnishing the hotel and will not
again leave it in the hands of
leasees. It is particularly 'fortu

Automobiles and Brass
Band Boy Scouts, Etc.

Program, Patriotic Day, Roy, N. M., May

in

the public

"by

Rousing Patriotic Program in Morning

Assemble at School House, 9:30.
Parade to start at 10:30, sharp.
Prayer, Rev. Eutsler.
Music by the Band.
Welcome Address and Talk on Thrift
Stamps, J. E. Russell.

Hotel,

The Southwestern,

-

QratiOilS

are going

F. A. Roy and wife

Every Store in Every Town on the Mesa Will Close
for the Entire Day.

Heart-Stirrin- g

in

returned Tues

day from his trip to Kentucky,
He had a pleasant trip ?nd visit
and satisfactory business arrangements. Dick says times are
good there,
money is', cheap,
and 5 percent b the rule.
They have more slackers there
than here.

"There Are No Slackers"

ara de

'

R. W. Boulware

Any-thin-

"

on Tuesday evening $8,842.00
and it is estimated Mr. Andy
Weistand his agents have sold
about an equal amount, which
j makes nearly $20.000,
in thrift
Stamps sold in Mora bunty The
sales for Tuesday alone were in
excels of $2,000.00. If you .were
j doing your-haré this amount
would be doubled .arid you would
doing part of your haré in
the great war.

that the biggest
sale of useful articles ever sold
at auction on the streets of Roy
will be at the Patriot Day sale
Do yon realize

rented a window in the Hfiires

Harness shop and has a fine lir.e
0f jeVvelry on display, He also
has a work bench and a' lot cf
work flacked up oh it and is one
of the busiest men in town. We
BOY SCOUTS PROGRAM have long needed a jeweler in
Roy and we hope he will like the
If you wish to 'know some of
town so well he will decide to
the inside workings of the Boy
remain
permanently.
Scouts movement, you maybe initiated into the mysteries Friday
The wheat crop is subject cf
evening, April 26, Strict oruers anxious solicitude just
now, we
arc given to close the doors at will know in a week or two whe8:30. Please make up your mind ther to plow up or let
it
it remain
that if you cannot get there by thl harvest.
8:30 you will save yourself embarrassment, by enjoying yourMrs. Dick Dietterich
csroe
home Wednesday from Dawson
self at home.
A program cf songs, yelis, and where úe. has been visiting
ick. He is working there rcw.
sccut work will be pIven.
-

'

"

THE

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE HEWS

Germany's proposed new taxes, according to a telegram from Berlin, are
expected to yield a total of 3,162,000,- 000 marks.
All the remaining stages of the
bill were concluded Thurs
day. and the royal assent was given
the measure.
Nine Americans were killed In Tarn- pico, Méx., on April 6 and 6, accord
ing to Capt. F. M. Sadler, who has
Just returned from Tampico.
A manifesto declaring Irish con
scrlptlon Is a "violation of the rights
of small nations" has been Issued by
a conference of Irish party, Sinn Fein
and Irish Laborlte leaders.
The famous leaning virgin at tho
top of the Albert cathedral, now be
hind the German lines, was shot down
by German artillery, says a dispatch
from British headquarters in France
to Reuters.
David
the British
premier, announced in the House of
Commons that the passage of the man
power bill Is Imperative as Germany
has Just called a further half million
men to the colors, says a Reuter dis
patch from London.
- bombardments of
The
Paris ceased for two days, and it was
hoped that the French had found the
exact location of a heavy German gun
and put it out of action. This hope
however, failed when the bombard
ment of Paris was resumed Friday.
One of the foremost French gen
erals who commanded the three
French divisions in the heavy fight
Ing previous to April 7 declared un
reservedly to Reuter's correspondent
that "we have every ground for con
fidence both in Picardy and Flan
ders."
Rhelms, which has been on fire for
a week, is now nothing but a great
pile of smoking ruins.. Durlpg the
last week the Germans have fired
more than 100,000 shells into the
heart of the city, according to the
correspondent of Paris Le Matin, and
flames from the burning buildings can
be seen by aviators sixty and seventy

SPANI8H-AMERICA-

ARE YOU WITH OR

Pithy News Items

AGAINST THE HUN?

BACKACHE AND

U.S. LINESATTOUL

Gathered From All Over

1ERV0USHESS

man-powe- r

RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDENSED

FROM ALL SOURCES
D O I N Q

MAYINGS,

8,

,

ACHIEVE-MENTS-

SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND. FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wtetern Newapaper Union !ttw service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Total casualties among the American expeditionary forces abroad to
April 16 are 3,550.
The losses to British shipping, by
mine or submarine, in the week ending April 17, totaled fifteen.
The 191 contingent of the French
army (youths of 19 years) to just going
to the barracks to begin training.
Considerable fighting has developed
along the front In northern Flanders
between Langemarck and Klppe, held
by the Belgians.
The blow aimed by the French at
the very apex of the German lines In
Picardy, in front of Amiens, apparently was not followed up on Friday.
German torpedo craft bombarded
the coast between Dunkirk and Nleu-por- t
behind the allied lines In Flanders, says an official statement from
Berlin.
On the Caucasus front, the Turks,
In their invasion of former Russian
territory, are approaching the city of
Kars, says an official statement Issued In Constantinople.
Thirty American Infantrymen, with
the same number of French troops,
raided the German line on the right
bank of the Meuse, inflicting a number of casualties on the enemy.
Germany will launch another offensive in June either on the west
front or In Italy If the present drive
is checked, according to Lieutenant
Colonel Bridges of the British army.
The line In front of Arras has again
been the scene of fighting, but the
British took the offensive and drove
the Germans out of British trenches
which had been carried by the enemy.
Over the battlefields of France and
Flanders, where terrific struggles
have been waged almost without Intermission since March 21, there
came Friday what appears to be a
lull.
The British destroyed bridges
thrown across the La Bassee canal by
They hold the .entire
the enemy.
waterway in addition to having re
established their line west of
.

East of Amiens, along the Arre riv
er, the French have made successful
attacks against the Germans on several sectors, capturing the greater
part of the Senecat wood and also ad
vanclng their line east and west of
the stream.

WESTERN

Lloyd-Georg-

long-rang- e

miles away.

Referring to the situation at the
front in the House of Commons,
Premier Lloyd George "said: "The
fluctuation between hope and despon
dency must continue for some time
yet. But I am still full of confidence,
. . . Gen. Plumer (In command
at Messines ridge) Is quite confident,
We have lost territory, but we have
lost nothing vital."

SPORT
Joe Stecher threw Hussane, the
Balkan wrestler, after one hour and
thirty-threminutes of hard wrestling at Boston.
George F. Costello, Denver boy sta
e

tioned at Camp Cody, Demlng, N. M.,
with base hospital No. 29, has been
promoted to sergeant of his company.

The official notice summoning G ro
ver Cleveland Alexander, star pitch
er of the Chicago National League
Baseball Club, to go with the draft
quota from Howard county, Neb., to
Camp Funston, April 30, was sent to
Chicago by Alexander's draft board.
With the consent and Indorsement
of Gen. Charles H. Martin, commander at Camp Grant, plans were laid at
Rockford, 111., to try to stage the fight
between Willard and Fulton at the
cantonment on July 4, in case the pro
posal to hold the bout at St. Paul and

Three hundred former members of
the Texas and Oklahoma National
guards, who have been in training Minneapolis failed.
since Jan. 6 at the officers' school at
Fort Worth, Tex., received their cer- GENERAL
Nearly 4,000,000 pounds of sugar,
tificates. Another Officers' training
school will open May 6 at Camp said to be a record cargo from Cuba,
Bowie.
arrived in the hold of an American
According to the statistics compiled Bteamshlp.
Proposed Increase of the governby Joseph H. Meier, who has compiled
the official Catholic directory for ment guaranteed price of wheat to
$2.50 was defeated in the House,
more than ten years, yiere are
Catholics in Colorado. The fig- which rejected by a vote of 167 to 98
ures for the entire country show that the Senate amendment to the agriculthere are 17,416,303 Catholics in the tural appropriation bill making the
change.
United States.
The fourth officers training camps
Colorado coke for smelting or furnace may be sold for $8.50 maximum, will open May 15 at various divisional
r
while
selected foun- camps and cantonments, Secretary
Baker announced.
dry coke maximum price is $9.50.
Choice fat bullocks sold at the ChiThe Interstate Commerce Commission tentatively approved Increases In cago stockyards for $17.25 a hundred
passenger fares between places on pounds, the highest price for April in
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe rail- the history of the market.
road and points In the states of TexAmerican losses in the period from
as, Oklahoma and Louisiana.
March 21 to April 3, during which
the engineers consolidated and held
WASHINGTON
of the British lines
Chas. Schwab was made manager a
against repeated assaults, were given
of United States Shipping Board.
by Gen. Pershing as two officers
Italian regiments already are in killed and
three wounded; twenty
Franoe and form the right wing of the men killed and fifty-twwounded and
allied armies, the Italian embassy an- forty-fivmissing.
nounced.
A veiled hint that the collier Cyclops
Ten brigadier generals of the na- may
have fallen into German hands by
army
were nominated by Presitional
design was contained in the admission
dent Wilson to be major generals,
colonels were nom- by Herman Peperkorn, a resident of
and twenty-seveSalt Lake City and a relative of Lieuinated to be brigadier generals.
tenant Commander Worley, that Wor-letroops
of
In
all
the United
Health
was of German birth and had
States continues good, the War De- changed his name when entering the
partment announced in a report cov- United States navy. Peperkorn conering the week ending April 12. Both firmed the report that Mrs. Anger- hospital admission and death rates man n of San Francisco had made the
were lower than in the preceding statement that Worley was of German
birth.
week.
Disclosures of food hoarding in vio
President Wilson and his war cabinet beard from Secretary Baker that lation of the Federal Food Administhe American soldier has made good tration's orders, are being made
in France and that the men of the ex- through caches uncovered in homes
peditionary forces are well physically and small mercantile establishments
by Rowland K. Goddard, head of the
nd in high .spirits.
President Wilson stopped the issu- United States secret service in Coloance of patents and copyrights to en- rado.
Many German and Austrian women
emies and revoked the authority given Americans to apply for patents in are under surveillance by government
nemy countries.
agents, and will be arrested and InThe Quartermaster General's De- terned as soon as President Wilson
partment is preparing equipment for signs the bill which Includes women
an army of 2,500,000 In the field or in the class of enemy aliens. It was
training camps by the end of 1918.
said the number Is more than 100.
113,-64-
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seventy-two-hou-

sub-sect-

o

e
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Buy

a Liberty Bond

New Mexico

If You Wouli1

Show the World Where
You Stand.

AMERICANS
AFTER

RECAPTURB
FURIOUS

Weitern Newspaper Union Ntin Service.
COMING EVENTS.
October Annual nicotinic NewMexloo
I'ublio Health Association.
Clayton had a big community flag

TOWN

HELP

IS

HEEDED

NOW

Told by Mrs. Lynch From

HAND-TO-HAN-

Own Experience.

FIGHTING.

"I

Providence, R, L
was all run.
down in health, was nervous, had head- -

ROUT HUNS AT LA BASSE
raising.
Magdalena sheepmen report more
There Can Be No Such Thing at Neu than an average lambing.
BRITISH ADVANCE LINES, AND
trality on the Part of a True
The Clovls Elks recently initiated a
SIX ALLIED ARMIES AWAIT
candidates.
American Citizen In This
class of twenty-onTHIRD GREAT HUN DRIVE.
Great War.
Tom Berryman is in the Roswell
Jail charged with wife beating.
By RENE BACHE.
New Mexico will furnish 274 of the Western Newipaper Union Newi Service.
"Murder !"
49,843 registrants called May l to iv,
With the American Army In France,
It Is a cry for help. What will you
A factory for extracting fibre from April 22. Twelve hundred German
do about it?
proposed
the leaves of yucca plants is
storm troops, the largest number ever
There is a kind of man who under for Demlng.
against the American
concentrated
such circumstances says: "It Is none
Three cars of pinto beans, a total troops for an offensive operation,
of my business. I am not culled upon
of 240,000 pounds, have been shipped were hurled against the American poto Interfere."
front west of
sitions on a
"Such a man calls himself a "peace- from Willard.
Renneres foreBt, northwest of Toul,
The new high school building at
loving citizen" a pacifist, to use a
is fast assuming Us com- Saturday, after g terrific bombard
word recently popularized.
shells.
ment of gas and
But you know, and I know, that he pleted proportions.
killed
was
penetrat
In
Is only a coward. Ill only anxiety Is
enemy
Perei
Daniel
succeeded
The
At Hondo
to keep out of danger, no matter at and Charlie Friti seriously wounded ing the front line trenches and taking
what sacrifice of his manhood.
In an auto accident.
the village of Selcheprey, but after fuEven though he knows that his
fighting the Amer
Andres McCoy, aged 35, employed rious
neighbor's wife or child Is being at In
troops
recaptured
ican
the village and
electrowas
Madrid,
the mines at
tacked he will not Interfere. It Is
most of the ground lost In the early
accidentally.
cuted
Besides, he him
"none of his affair."
fighting and completely routed the
E. D. Tlttman of Hlllsboro has re
self might get hurt.
In Germans on Sunday.
Pueblo
the
for
attorney
signed
as
The unprovoked Invasion of Belgium
No Americans were taken prisoner,
dians, according to a report.
by the predatory Huns was exactly
but
three Germans were captured.
graduat
will
young
be
men
Eighteen
to the breaking and enter
German
airplanes, flying at a low
InMilitary
ing of a peaceable man's' home by ed from the New Mexico
altitude; attempted to disorganize the
armed burglars. Theirs was a crim stitute at Roswell May 12 to 14.
American fighting men, but two eninal enterprise pure and simple.
The Las Vegas Cowboys' Reunion emy aviators were brought down and
Later it became manifest that we Association has decided oil July Í, 4
the others driven off.
were likely to suffer similarly in our and 5 as tin dates for Its 1918 show.
The Germans Buffered heavy cas
turn. In fact, the same criminals be
Antonio Cortez, charged with the
gan to attack us.
They killed our
ualties
and the American lines rebound
Diaz, was
people even our women and children. murder of Liberato
mained
Intact after Sunday's attack,
Jury in $5,000 at DoSo, much against our will, we were over to the grand
which evidently was intended to sepi
at last compelled to fight. If ever ming,
arate Americans and French.
Herh J. McGrath. former sheriff of
there was a Just and righteous fight,
appointed
It Is ours In this war. Will you per- Grant county has been
The British
London, April 22.
sonally stand aside, playing the cow- captain of the New Mexico mounted troops near Robecq, northwest ot
police.
ard's part, or will you help?
Bethune, drove out the Germans
Faris V. Bush, one of the most wide from some of their advanced posiBuy a Liberty Bond.
Mex
If you cannot do your bit with bomb ly known newspaper men in New
tions, according to Field Marshal
and bayonet, you can help very lm ico, died at his home at Lordsburg oi Halg's statement. Aside from artillery
pneumonia.
portantly by buying a Liberty bond.
engagements there was little other acWould you prefer to help the kaiser
The rise of the pinto bean has been tivity along the front Sunday.
and his gang of professional murder rapid as the result of the food adminField Marshal Halg found himself
ers? Tou can do so by refusing to help istration's advertisement of the New able to take the aggressive on Friday
your country with your money.
Mexico product.
night and carry out an operation
There can be no such thing as neu
Lon Seymour was convicted of sec which deprived the Germans of even
trality on the part of an American ond degree murder for killing Andres such small gains as they had been
citizen in this war.
Either you are Indurlan on Nov. 27 last, by a Jury at forced to content themselves with
a patriot or you are a traitor. Which
when Thursday's battle was over. By
East Las Vegas.
of the two shall you choose to be?
The first executive board meeting this intensive British action the line,
JX
you refuse your help, merely
and Horse
It
Thursday's German
standing aside, you are actually aid- of the New Mexico Cattle year will as stood before
the
for
attack was completely restored.
Association
Growers'
You are the accom
ing the kaiser.
' The British apparently are expecting
held in Raton, May 1.
plice, at least constructively speaking, be
on which he same new move by the enemy In the
planking
rotten
When
of the greatest criminal since Nero.
standing broke, Rufus B. Nesmlth, 4rras region, and Friday night British
Do you approve of the ra'pe of Bel- was
employed on the Buford Polk ranch, detachments advanced In a big raidglum and the ruthless slaughter of Its fell eighty feet down a well to his
ing operation on a front ot nearly a
Inoffensive people?
death.
mile south of the Scarpe, near Beau-rainIf not, then show it by buying a
east
residing
John Kyle, a rancher
taking prisoners and capturing
Liberty bond.
of Sliver City, has been informed that machine guns.
Do you approve of the wholesale
cap
Kyle,
was
A.
George
his brother,
Against this blow the armies of six
violation of women and the mutilation
tured by bandits in the interior of nations are standing together in the
of little children?
China.
Battle area British, French, AmeriIf not, then buy a Liberty bond.
District Judge Holloman at Santa can, Belgian, Italian and Portuguese
Are you In favor of the poisoning of
A. Martinez to divisions
ready not only to repulse
wells, of shelling unarmed and help Fé sentenced lsadoro
hang on May 3 for the murder of his the inevitable attack, but to
open
boats,
people
indis
strike
of
in
less
Cruz
Santa
at
Martinet
wife, Beatriz
back when the proper moment comes.
criminate warfare upon noncombet-antsAugust.
last
Apparently the allies have thrown in
John Mlddleton, a rancher near only enough
of their reserves to hold
If not, then buy a Liberty bond.
murof
guilty
was
found
Rosa,
Santa
conserving
You Are For or Against.
the
Germans,
their
DepIn the first degree for killing
Tou cannot compromise with your der
uty Sheriffs Moisés Várela and Fran- strength as far as possible. It has been
conscience In this matter. Either you cisco Serna.
noted however, that when the necesare for these things, or you are against
sity ot holding became imperative, the
Roswell
at
that
was
received
Word
them.
Bill Fluker, a foreman employed on holding power was there.
Civilization is engaged In a desper
the Mayberry Bond ranch, had shot
ate struggle against barbarism nay, and killed a native sheepherder, CarAmerican Army Doing Its Pari
Indeed, something much worse than
los Corrales.
Washington.
"We will do our part;
barbarism, scientific savagery. It Is
Edward D. Tlttman, United States you do yours," Is the message from the
fight of right against wrong.
attorney for the Pueblo Indians in New American army in France to the AmerDo you wish to help the right?
Mexico, was indicted at Santa Fé for ican people that Secretary Baker deThen buy a Liberty bond.
violating the espionage act and pub- livered here at a Liberty loan rally in
your
and
happiness
of
children
The
disloyal editorials in a paper his first public address since his re
lishing
of your children's children Is at stake.
turn from Europe.
For there can be no happiness without conducted by him at Hlllsboro.
The residence on the E. J. Neer farm
liberty, and liberty will cease to exist
U. 8. SHIPS SINK ABROAD.
If Prussian power achieves the ob- near Portales was destroyed by fire.
A verbal report of Penitentiary War
jects for which It Is now contending.
Steamer Lake Moor Torpedoed and
One word more. Do you believe In den Thomas Hughes to Governor Llnd-sethe tarring and feathInternal Explosion Wrecks
t life thnt is to follow this life? Do eringregarding
of MaJ. J. M. Blrkner in the
Florence H.
you believe that your welfare in the
at Sant Fé brought out the
Washington, April 22. The Ameri
hereafter will be Influenced by your prison yard
fact that instead of using tar the conconduct In your present state of ex- victs used printers' ink from the peni- can steamship Lake Moor, sailing on
istence?
tentiary plant, and smeared Blrkner her maiden voyage with a naval crew
Then how can you hope for happi
with it before rolling him in feathers. aboard, was sunk by an enemy subness in the "next world" If, in this
After a trial lasting six days, Sam marine in European waters about midstruggle between right and wrong, you uel L. Hunt and Joseph S. Hunt, bro- night April 11, and five officers and
deliberately choose to stand with the thers, were found guilty by a Jury in thirty-ninmen are missing, the Navy
Hun murderers against your God?
the District Court at Silver City of Department announced.
You are helping them If you stand murder in the second degree, for the
The American steamship Florence H.
"neutral," and fall to help your coun- killing near Cloverdale, Sept. 13, 1917, was blown up in a French port by an
of Chester Bartell, a homesteader. The Internal explosion at midnight April
try.
And, having jury recommended the convicted men 17, according to advices received by
Make your choice.
to the clemency of the court.
chosen, buy a Liberty bond.
Representative citizens from all over the Navy Department from Vice Adthe state, from the Supreme Court Jus miral Sims. Reports indicate that
BECAUSE SHE KNOWS
of the crew of approxitices, governor and other state offi thirty-fou- r
were rescued.
cials down to those In the humbler mately seventy-fiv- e
By AMELIA JOSEPHINE BURR
The Lake Moor was a cargo carrier
walks of life, assembled at Carrizozo
of the Vigilantes.
in large numbers to attend the funer of 4,500 tons, commandeered by the
She Is a fragile little elderly gentle al of former Gov. William C. McDon- shipping board while building in the
woman, a teacher by profession, an
ald. The Rev. Edward J. Hoering, rec- United States for a foreign company.
Alsatian by birth. During the sum- tor of the Episcopal Church, officiatmer holidays of 1914 she left her home
British Casualties Total 12,368.
ed. The pallbearers were John W.
In Strasburg, and came over to visit
George L, Ulrlch, A. H. Hudspeth,
London. British casualties renorted
Poe,
her brother, In a suburb of New Tork.
Capt Smith Lee, Summers Burkhart, during the week ending April 20 toShe has been here ever since, too
Taylor Johnson and John B. McManus. taled 12,368.
prond to be a tax upon her brother's
Prospecting on the Catherine mine,
slender means, and maintaining her
Three States Shaken by Quake.
self by French lessons here and there, near Pyramid, has brought to light a
Loa Angeles, Cal., April 22. All
helping mothers, and great body of ore, the values running
governesslng,
other work to which she has never nearly $100 to the ton for eight feet southern California and a part ol
been accustomed but which she does of vein width.
western Arizona and Utah were
The El Paso & Southwestern rail shaken Sunday at 3:32 p. m. by an
with the true spirit of France. I have
felt complaints way has notified Cloudcroft citizens earthquake which wrecked virtually
and
heard yes,
trickle out and then dry up entirely that it will maintain the same rates in- all buildings and residences In Hemet
at the sight of that gallant little fig- to the resort this year as in former and San Jacinto, two Inland towns
flrty-flvure plowing Indomitably through the seasons.
miles southeast of Riverside,
snow.
Her earnings, It hardly need
Second degree murder was the ver Cal.; and caused minor property dambe said, are not large, yet she has dict returned at Santa Rosa in the age in practically every town and city.
bought a Liberty bond of each issue, case of the state against Lon Seymour, One man, Frank E. Darnell of
this
and is resolved to keep on as long as- accused of the murder of Andres In- city, was killed at Santa Monica in a
1917.
27,
on
Nov.
durlan
the war does.
panio when he fell off a pier.
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no ambition for anything. I had taken

a number of

medi-

cines which did me
no good. One day-- I
read about Lydia.

E.Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound and'
what it had done for
women, so I tried
My nervousness
it
and backache and

Willing Worker.
."Don't you know it's agin de law not
to do any work In dls state," remarked'
Meandering Mike.
"Well," replied Plodding Pete, "I'm.
workln'. I'm workin' my way out o
dls state jes' as fast as I kin."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It

Bears the
Signature oti
in use lor over 30 xears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria,
Different Ideals.
"My boy says that in going to be-n soldier he Is going to begin at the-bottom."
'Now mine has quite a different am
bition. He wants to go over the top."

$100 Reward, $100

Catarrh la a local disease greatly influ
by constitutional conditions.
It
therefor requires constitutional treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINA
la taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucoui Surfaces of the 8ye.
tern.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINB
deitroyi the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by Improving
the general health and asalsts nature In
doing Its work. $100.00 for any case of
Catarrh
CATARRH
that HALL'S
MEDICINE) falls to cure.
Druggists 75o. Testimoníale free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.
enced

Next One.
"Can you tell me why s dog licks
you hand?" "Certainly; to put on
you the stamp of his approval."

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
Has been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and Inactive liver, such as sick bead-achconstipation, sour stomach,
nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases in the stomach. August Flower-Ia gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both In stomach and intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and impurities from
Sold in all civilized countries..
Give it a trial. Adv.
e,

s

the-bloo-

Ambiguous.
"Did It make you nervous when the
automobile turned turtle?" "Well, naturally, I was much upset."
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Croea Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

If some folks were to think twice-beforspeaking, their remarks would
be postponed Indefinitely.

Back Lame and Achy?
There's little peace when your kidneys are weak and while at first there
may be nothing more serious than dull
backache, sharp, stabbing pains, headaches, dizzy spells and kidney irregularities, you mutt act quickly to avoid
the more serious trouble, dropsy, gravel,
heart disease, Bright'
disease.
Use
Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that
is so warmly recommended everywhere
by grateful users.

A Colorado Cue
Evtfy Pictun
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Charles E. Monroe, 916 Cleveland
Loveland,
Ave.,
aays: "I
Colo.,
had sharp twinges
In my back and
waa laid up. My
back gave out
easily and it waa
out of the quea-tlo- n
for me to
Btoop. As soon as
Dnajl'fl
T
iiai1
,,
T
VIA--

Cilla

S55Í.Í

them until I was
curad. I believe
they will cure others and I am only
too glad to recommend them,"
Get Dean's at Aay Star, 0e a Boa

V

DOAN'S
FOSTER-MU- 3

-

o.o

'l

acnes, my back
ached all the time.
I was tired and had

headaches disappeared.
I gained
and feel fine, bo I can honestly
recommend Lydia . Pinkbam'i Vegetable Compound to any woman who is
suffering as I wa." Mn. Adeline B.
Lynch, 100 Plain St, Providence, R. I.
Backache and nervousness axe symptoms or nature's warnings, which indicate a functional disturbance or an.
unhealthy condition which often develops into a more serious ailment
Women in this condition should not
continue to drag along without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch s experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoundand for special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Med.Co., Lynn, Mass.
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American Wealth
and Gay Clothes
York. Paris has sent her
clothes over here. We have viewed
them. They have been acceptable In
large measure and approved of In full
measure. And yet observes a prominent fashion writer, we don't understand why they should be as they are.
They nre a somersault from what has
been. Paris has preached demureness,
economy, simplicity and modetity. Her
cloths have been symbolic of tha tidal
wave of depression that swept over her

spirit

since 1914.
The Reason for the Change.
Do you realize why Paris has sent
us over such brilliant, alluring, rich
clothes? It Is because American money has burst upon her with such force
that she has gone up in a balloon, figuratively speaking.
France settled herself down for demure clothes on the day of the war

iceable as those worn by the Italian
police, and those who care for the
quietness of distinguished clothes can
put one of these over a slightly worn
and much-usefrock, thereby enclosing an old friend In a new frame and
presenting a brave front to a world
that is not too critical in these war
days.
But Paris does not stop at these demure capes. Her ecstatic mood shows
itself In capricious and exquisite garments called capes, which are fashioned for afternoon and evening wear.
They are made in Chinese colors, In
Slavic tones, of satin and chiffon and
metal embroidery.
Sometimes they
d

and has kept to this contract with
herself, compelling the rest of the
world to dress likewise; but In the
autumn of 1017 there burst upon her
astonished vision the vanguard of
America. They were not commercial
buyers; they were not cosmopolitan
who aped the French
woman. They were the true representatives of a country whose vastness
and resources France had only guessed at. Boys in blue flannel sailor suits
had bank accounts of ten thousand
dollars each; women in Red Cross
uniforms could afford five hundred dollars per gown, if they wished ; privates
In khaki paid their bills without looking at their change; canteen workers
hid under their collars strings of
pearls worth fifty thousand dollars.
All these Americans laughed and went
to the theater and ordered expensive
dinners and joked with the midlnettes.
The confusing part about this situation Is that America Is getting Into
the spirit of economy and somberness
thnt Paris had a year ago. Our reformers preach standardization, uniformity In clothes; our economists
preach conservation ; our emotionalists Gown of black satin, short, sleeveless
and thin. The sash, which ties at
beg us to go about in black, without
the side, Is finished with large gold
smiles and turning our heads from the
tassel at hem of skirt The scarf, of
wiles of pleasure, as though we were
black lace and tulle, with band of
early Puritans.
gold lace at each end, slips under
Chemise Robe.
belt at right, and is loosely thrown
Among the new evening gowns from
over left shoulder.
France this spring the twelfth century
tunic Is as frequently seen as In the are maroon colored faille lined with
street gowns, but the effect of the two light blue taffeta and worn over a
Is strongly differentiated. For the eve- gray gown of crepe de chine or satin
ning the designers use a narrow, slim, and chiffon.
primitive slip of satin or metallic
What the Prophets Whisper.
?loth the latter preferred. Over this
Is no disputing the fact that
There
slip drops a much wider, more volumiwomen have yielded to the
French
nous, transparent robe. It Is cut like
American desire to wear short skirts
1 chemise,; it has a half low
on the street, and the skirts In these
usually
cover
the
the sleeves
new clothes nre both narrow and short
The women who appeared on the street
In them without leggings or high shoes
hove created unpleasant criticism,
which should compel them to change
their style.
The smart women run a legging or
boot well up under
a high cloth-tothe hem of these short skirts, and the
effect Is military and pleasing. But
at the very moment that we are accepting with enthusiasm this continued
Style of short and narrow garments,
the prophets say that the real French
skirts are growing longer. And the
smart American' designers say the
same. They are making the garments
slim, without using an inch of surplus
material, but they are dropping them
to the ankles, omitting the leggings
and the high boots, and coming back
pumps with broad
to the
ribbon bows across the vamp.
Three or four of the best houses In
New York emphasize these skirts, And
those who are tired of the brevity of
the skirts we have worn for years are
accepting this new type of garment
with more than the usual enthusiasm.
If It had fullness It would be impossible for street usage, but its narrowness and the slight bias line at the
sides, that comes from the material
being pulled backward and upward,
make It a pleasing picture on the
street and an artistic contrast to the
prevailing garment.
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Back aches?
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"It shows you're nothing but a foolish Ostrich," said the Emu. "It's the
simplest thing In the world to understand me. I don't try to be learned
and I don't try to know a lot. I'm
naturally rather stupid and I make no
effort to be anything else."
"You're something like me," said the
Ostrich.
"To be sure I am," said the Emu.
"Then I suppose I must not bother
about your foolish reasons."
"No," said the Emu, "it's not worth
while. I hate the spring because It's
the spring and so that's enough."
"Yes," said the Ostrich, "if you hate
the spring because you hate it that's
surely reason enough."
"It Isn't because I bate the spring so
much," the Emu began again after the
Ostrich had decided that the subject of
spring had been dropped.
"No?" questioned the Ostrich politely.
"It's because In the spring I feel so
very, very cross," said the Emu.
"Are you cross now?" asked the Ostrich.
"I am," admitted the Emu.
"Too bad," said the Ostrich, "But
you know I have troubles too."
"Have you?" asked the Emu. "When
I feel cross I like troubles yes, plenty
of them I Tell me yours."
"For years and years and years,"
said the Ostrich, "folks have said that
I bid my head under sand when danger
was near. Now that is not true. I lie
low and my head Is on the sand but
not under it. No, no, no I"
"How did such a story ever get
around?" asked the Emu.
"I have no Idea," said the Ostrich.
"It does seem a pity, doesn't It?"
"Ah, yes," said the Emu, "it does
seem a great pity. In fact everything
seems a pity. It's a very sad world,
especially In the spring time. So many
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Tunic of black and white figured foulard over a narrow slip of white
crepe de chine. The short, narrow
skirt it finished at the hem with
Note unusual collar.
black fringe.
entire arm, but are cut to fall half
a foot away from It, and the entire
effect Is one of exquisite veiling.
Doucet does this In the most brilliant manner, and he shows his competitors something In the way of an
undersllp, making A corslet and then
a short skirt of soft gold tissue, which
gives a far more graceful, undulating
movement of the body when It Is seen
beneath the transparent chemise.
There are chemise gowns of rare
lace, seldom In white, but in Ivory tints
and also in cloudy gray.' These are
dropped over a slim undersllp of tissue, silver and steel as well as gold,
and the note of color Is given by an
extraordinary sash. It may be of Chímese blue taffeta, of splendid Chinese
broende, of deep gold and black brocaded ribbon, and one end of It always
trails down the back pnnel and adds
to the brilliancy of the short train.
We have demure capes made of gaberdine and serge which are as serv

Miles of Tulle.
Even when France starts out to be
demure she changes her mind and gets,
a little fling. of gayety Into the most
For example, she
somber gown.
makes a black satin restaurant frock
In the style of the eleventh century,
with the long chemise, the slight girdling about the hips and the
Well and good. But she
is weary of the black surface by the
time she gets to the nrmholes and the
neckline, so she swings In a pair of
floating Chinese sleeves of Jade green
tulle edged with Jet, and she winds &
narrow scarf of tulle once around the
neck, pulls Its fullness once over the
chin and weights Its ends with jet tassels. When green Isn't used, king's
blue or wine color Is chosen.

Every French designer used what
she could of colored tulle. There must
have been a competition over there
as to who could reduce the amount ot
tulle In France most quickly.
One designer took it Into her head
to omit white collars and use as a
substitute tulle wrapped about the
neck and tied In a bow. This fashion
is already considered quite smart over
here. In restaurants, for luncheons
and for any affair where the hat is retained the tulle which covers It forms
this collar, and sometimes drops in
long ends from the nnpe of the neck
to the knees.
.

(Copyright,

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Peck, of Trouble

The motorman's life Is full of vexing problems. After a long,
full of difficulties, delays, cold hands and feet and petty
quarrels with passengers, he looks forward to the balmy spring days. Then

the patrons of the street cars are In
a Joyful mood and the spring sunshine
brings out their good nature. They
are not harassed by heavy clothing.
The green grass peeping through the
earth cheers them up and they murmur
"This is the life."
With the coming of the warm days
the street car chauffeur sees a better
world. No more wagons on the tracks,
no breakdowns, doors that open easily
and everything so happy and gay. But,
alas, he has not reckoned with the
mall boy. That chap, ever full of mischief, ever watchful of a chance to
play a trick that will reap him a good laugh and perhaps a "chase" by the
unfortunate victim of the trick.
A Sixty-firs- t
street car was merrily bowling along the street The motor-ma- n
had a wide grin on his face. The conductor was checking up his books
preparatory to a quick leave when the car reached the barn. With the right
of way clear the popular automobile of the poor people was Insured a fast
voyage.
A barrel of apples stood innocently in 'front of a corner groAlong came a small boy. In an Instant the barrel was overturned and
hundreds of apples rolled Into the street The motorman's grin changed to
sardonic laughter. Passengers silently cursed and the conductor knew he'd
be late at home. There were cold suppers that night The motorman could
not start the car until the apples were gathered.
"In springtime a young boy's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of mischief."

But alasl

cery.

Because of Her Uniform

A tall, dignified woman, of what might be termed the
age to avoid trouble, walked into the Park Avenue hotel's dining
room with a couple of friends, and by way of Introducing luncheon ordered
cocktails for the party. "I am sorry,
madam," said the waiter, "but I cannot
serve you." "Why not?" "Because
you wear the army uniform."
The tall, handsome 'woman wore the
khaki of the Medical corps, and was
forsooth an officer In the corps, a surgeon bent on going abroad to serve
with the Pershing forces. Her blouse
was cut English fashion, revealing a
tie that sported the golden serpent
that is the emblem of the corps.. The
lady In khaki refused to be turned
down on the prohibition issue. She demanded that George C. Brown, who
bosses everything around the place, be called. She laid the case before him.
Brown took a peep at the uniform and sustained the waiter.
"Women have the same privileges and the same responsibilities that men
have now," he said. "The government doesn't know the difference between a
warrior In khaki and a warrloress, and they'd send me over for a year for
gratifying the most beautiful thirst in America If It wore uniform."
At dinner that night a perfectly cool lady in khaki was waiting calmly
on a sofa before the dining room for the hapless Brown to come back. Brown,
according to a late report, went to his room via a fire escape, -

NEW

PERUNA
It's the one tonic for the after
effects of grip, because it is a
catarrhal treatment of proved
excellence. Take it to clear
away all the effects of grip, to
tone the digestion, clear up the

Inftanuned membranes, regulate the
bowels, and set you on the highway
to completo recovery.
Perhaps one or more of your
friends hare found It valuable.
Thousands of people in every state
have, and have told us of it Many
thousands moro have been helped
at critical times by this reliable
family medicine,
f tmmnt tim m tiU
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Young men call them foolish frills. Husbands call them
make-up- .
But, hereafter, soap and perfume
that are to be found on milady's dressing table are to have legal standing
In courf as "a customary part of a
The decision was
woman's upkeep."
handed down by a village police judge
,W Mill KW
here after weighing every side of the
I fa I
ENOUGH TO
question. And, take It from Louis J.
TWfiK we OW
"You've Certainly Got the Blues,"
Whelan, who must pay an additional
LOOK PRETTY
Said- - the Ostrich.
dollar each week to his wife because
Without
of
it, the judicial finding Is one that Is
people and creatures like the spring.
house m
considerable Interest In this
attracting
Oh, how foolish are people and crea30 ON
J
village.
tures."
Whelan, who Is a foreman gardener
"You've certainly got the 'blues,'"
on an estate near here, was summoned
said the Ostrich.
Into court by his wife, who declared
"Blues!" shrieked the Emú. "I've
$9 weekly he was paying for her support was Insufficient in these
the
that
not got the blues. Nor have I got one
panicky times of war and costly living to keep her In the necessities of life.
bit of blue about me. I'm brown,
"But she spends It all on trash fancy soap, face powder, and all. that
that's what I am."
began Whelan.
trash,"
"Oh dea," said the Ostrich, "they
Just then the Judge cleared his throat, frowned down upon him and
say I'm silly, but you are even more
brought the complaining husband to a sudden stop.
so."
"Yes, they're trash, but they're a customary part of a woman's upkeep."
"Perhaps," said the Emu, "but I don't
Whelan agreed that he would pay the sum, although the decision had
know what you are talking about now."
"Walt and I will tell you,'.' said the not changed his opinion In the least.
Ostrich.
"I'm waiting," said the Emu. 'Tve
Tommy's Revenge on His Doting Mother
had no Intention of moving on anyway.
-. 4
i.
.i
I have nothing else to do today."
"When I said that you had the TOLEDO. There are no grounds to believe that Tommle McDuffle of Detroit
the adventures of that Juvenile philosopher "Penrod Scofleld"
'blues,'" commenced the Ostrich, "I
did not mean thnt you were blue In and yet the completeness of his revenge on a mother who favored "middy"
young
color, nor that you had blue feathers. blouses" for a thirteen-year-olBut when creatures have the 'blues' It man when the young man wanted
means that they are depressed and sad "cord'roys," smacks of that fictional
hero's most abandoned crimes.
,
and mournful."
Tommle is in Jail In Toledo, and
"Oh," sold the Emu, "that's different Then I have the 'blues.' Yes, I locked up with him is the queerest collection of clothes that a Detroit newshave."'
"You're quite pleased about It, eh?" boy ever had the patience to gather
and the consummate nerve to wear.
asked the Ostrich, grinning.
He appeared in a ravishing gown of
"I am," agreed the Emu.
"Well," said the Ostrich, "I'm not so rustling silk, neatly pointed low shoes,
sure that creatures are supposed to be with high French heels, silken hose,
hat that, apparently, had
pleased about having the 'blues.' They a flower-no- t
Impossible flowers, a
should be very sad they have them, I been chosen for Its impossible combination of equally
white silk shirtwaist somewhat soiled in front where a piece of "llck'rlce"
believe."
"Gracious,"
said the Emu, "it's had fallen, a green silk parasol, although it was cold and cloudy, a cretonne
enough to bate the spring and to feel knitting bag and, crowning his disguise, a blonde wig.
In this garb Tommle swept up to the desk of the Park hotel and regiscranky. Let me at least be pleased
tered as "Miss Evelyn Smith Carew, Detroit." .The clerk, after viewing the
that I do feel that way."
observing "her" hands.
"Quite the queerest animal In the general effect of the prospective guest, was startled on
seemed to give
world," said the Ostrich as he walked They were red, somewhat chapped, grimy and the knuckles
In a cinaway. "He actually enjoys being mute evidence that their owner had been recently playing marbles
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Not Quite as Good.
"What did pnpu do when you asked
him to give you my hand?"
He lie put down his foot.
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They regulate liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.

Try This on Your Sofa.
He My, you have a pretty little
hand. May I shake It?
She Sure; go ahead and ring It.

YORK.

Court Rules Woman's Toilet "Trash" Is Necessary

WW

You Need

CHICAGO.

Couldn't Get Cocktail

sen-sltiv- ef

strength?
Tire easily? All
after effects of this dread malady. Yea, they are catarrhal.
Grip is a catarrhal disease.
You can never be well as long
as catarrh remains in your system, weakening your whole
body with stagnant blood and
unhealthy secretions.

EMU AND OSTRICH.

"I hate the spring," said the Emu.
"Why?" asked the Ostrich, looking
as foolish as usual.
"Because," said the Emu, "I hate It"
"I suppose that means a lot to yon ;
it doesn't mean anything to me," said
the Ostrich.
"I don't mean to have you understand that is I don't care whether
you do understand or not. Why should
It bother me? It doesn't"
"I don't even see," said the Ostrich,
"now that I have thought It over, how
it can mean anything to you. At first
I thought It must or you couldn't have
said It Now I think nothing of the

Stomach

A little cough? No

a;

it

jo

Itching

Burning Skins.

For eczemas, rashes, ltchlngs, Irritations, pimples, dandruff, sore hands,
and baby humors, Cutlcura Soap and
Ointment are supremely effective. Tor
free samples address "Cutlcura, Dcpt
X, Boston." At druggists and by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
TABLE

TALK

ITS

AT

BEST

Excellent
Recommendations
From
Those Who Were Recognized as
Highly Proficient In the Art
"Table talk," snys Leigh Hunt, "to bo
perfect should be sincere without bigotry, differing with discord, sometimes
grave, always agreeable, touching on
deep points, dwelling most on seasonable ones, and letting everybody speak
and be heard." There Is a story of n
Frenchman at one of Rogers breakfasts who listened to Mncaulay's endless eloquence, and, seeing another
talker waiting his chance, fastened his
eyes on Macaulay end muttered. "S'il
tousse, II est perdu." In regard to the
part of anecdotes In tnble talk, I
quote two opinions.
"He who has
stored his memory with slight anecdotes, private Incidents .and persona!
peculiarities," according to Doctor
Johnson, "seldom falls to find his audience favorable." "Of all the bores,"
exclaimed De Qulucey, "whom man in
his folly hesitates to hang, and heaven
In Its mysterious wisdom suffers to
propagate his species, the most Insufferable Is the teller of good stories."
Exchange.

Never Satisfied.
"They say that mules are coming
into their own in this war". . .
"Yes, and I bet they're kicking about
It."
"Some of our rising poets write adJingles for yeast manufacturers.
vertising

Detroit

--

in.

d

der pit.
The real Tommle asserted himself at the police station, where a large,
and' grinning policeman demanded a kiss.
One of the Secrets.
"Say, whatcher doin, klddln' somebody? Til bust you with this
Sometimes when we are marveling
you big stiff," was the highly unladylike announcement of Tommle,
at the products of Edison's genius It
clenched.
fists
his
one
thing is
may do us good to remember
A little later, his Injured dignity soothed, Tommle explained the mystery
about him. A friend who had known
of his appearance.
him since he was a boy of fourteen,
said of him that he had never spent " "Mother wanted me to wear middy blouses to sell papers In," the
an Idle day In his life. Very moderate
said. "I wanted a suit of cord'roys. Gee I Those middy blouses
gifts would bring wonderful results If are nothing for a fellow to wear. I thought If she wanted me to look like a
backed Op by unremitting Industry.
girl I'd go the limit I got these things a little t a time and then I hid
That Is one of the secrets of Edison's them la the wilar. After I got everything I put 'em on ind started for
success. Girl's Companion.
cross and 'blue.'"

red-face- d

bum-gersho-

er

41
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A

Package.
GcapeNuts
teaches food

conservation.

Saves
FUEL
SUGAR

TIME
WHEAT

AND

.

1'

WASTE

SOLD

BY

GROCERS.

I

I

THE

'i

SPANISH-AMERIC-

A

Buy a Liberty Bond

he Spanish American
--

RHUIBTKRIO ADOÜOT S7,

Church" Directory
UNION SUNDAY

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR

AND

SubKiiptioa

1

if

PUBLISHER.

Zo

Yr

$1.50 Ptr

Entered as second-clas- s
matter
postofiice in Roy, New Mexico.

at

R

l.i I

UMIVuIíSAL

VII E

a
Smiling

Be

CAW

Roy Garage
and LIVERY

for eve y'xdy to bu
bonds-th- e
rich and the poor alike
and fight this war to a finish
It is lio tima tí whine about it
and say, "I can't afford it," ot

It

"I can't spare the

J

1

f,

T

Slm"

F. S. BROWN, Prorrietor
ROY,
NewMex.

3

money."

brother, sweethearts spare them'
Or, can their wives and children
spare them?
if they risk their lives for you
you can risk everything you
have if necessary for your own
The third Liberty I.oin has
already been largely
in Roy and is still going
strong to make up for shortage
in other places. Roy people are
becoming awake to the serious
ness of the war situation anc
coining across. We fully realize
that "When our fear and our
eirort shall equal our danger, the
over-subscribe-

e'erger
The

is

d

pr.st".

Kaiser

sad before

ws
know little

entered the war--"- I
about these Americars".

If he cares to

learn

men

there is a book that will enlighttn
him--- It is the Great America;
Pocketbook! and it wiii be dignan
up the coin to run the war lon
after hU sabje:t3 have been
bankrupted. It will pay its so-

FOR SALE;- - A SPAN OF
Enquire oi
MULES
Elmer Neal, Roy N. M.

See The New
Jeweler, Watchmaker, Gem Cutter,

Avery Tractor

W

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Day jour "

Rev. Fr.

At a Bargain! Terms to
Suit Purchaser,
Fine Repairing mú AdjustA Car Load of
ments,
Dealer in Precious
Stones and Jevelry.

Pq&O.

F. A. SARGENT.

N

FARM MACHINERY

This 3 your opportunity to get
that long delayed repair work.

Baum Bro's.

.non

At

S- -

C

í- -

El Dorado Hotel

.

,

Las Vegas, N.M.

.

rs

n

.

.

--

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 am and 7:30pm
Church

You are not asked to even
Risk your $ $Just LEND them

'2nd

.

you-na-

'-

vitrei

.

pre-pa- r

RoyTr ust & Savin
Mosquero

3 !anls
tea-her-

1

stu-d.-n-

t,

in-e-

p

for

26-lite-

by ttic principa!, Miss Marion
,
anl the prlnnry
Mrs. Williams. These excelleni
insiriictrueti-imanifestsd
keen iilterst in tiie sehoid.
Misses Elizibeth Breeding, Co
ra Hearn and Maude Korn frou
Roy we re ;uebts at lh L. W.
Wilson and James Lloyd homes.
Mrs. Erma Field anl children
wore guests at the home of Wal
ter Hill, Sunday.
Mrs. Johann sp;?nt a few days
visiting old friend.-- , the last of
the week.
Mrs. McKinney h enjoying i
visit with hiT son in Tulsa, Okla
Mr. L. W. Wilson and family
Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Wh kh am,
Mrs. L. N. DeWeese and Mr
Moore were in R'y Monday iu th;
pterestof the R,-- Cro-- s work.
Mrs. Green an. I v. Mitthevs
a:com) anud the.n.
Mr. and Mrs. Add. Steinbaugh
h:ive retume I to their p'ace and
expect to remain all summer,
Mr. Jamos, who recently closed
his school near Roy. is visiting at
the Qittman heme.
Mrs. Lula Long, who has been
in poor hewlth for some time, has
gone to Oklahoma with hopes of
iiubrOving, .
The Ladies' Aid will meet with
Mrs. Wickhftm Thursday and expect to do work for the Red Cross.
The Red Cross meetings have
been changed to Wednesday and

flradley,

id Sunday,

rury

2nd & 4th Sundays

7

M

A.M.
P.M.

at Liberty,

11 A.M
.Solano, 3, P. M
I!. L. MATTHKW. Pastor,

be

d

11

Mosquero,

M.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Service: 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
CHRISTIAN

ROY.
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

3,

p.m.

R--

Friday afternoons.
There is a team of stray mule.
in the DeWeeae neighborhood.'
The proceeds of the dance
Saturday niglit ? ill go to the
Red Cross,

MILLS"
11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

at

3rd Sunday

LODGE DIRECTORY

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 48
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E. Wildman, Séc'y,

lit

;iv-e- n

Rebekah

we!-corn-

el

N. G.

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st, and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month ,
:"
I. O. O. F. Hafl
,.
Miss Ruth Harper of Mills left
Miss Lillian Gkiner. N. G.
Wednesday
Raton to S)end
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.
the summer with her f riendj Mrs.
"
.Visiting Sisters welcome
A J. Meloche of tlieT. Ó. ranch.

hr

Frank Schultz will manage a
a fine .four year
old horse will be the prize, the
money to go to the Roy Red
Cross. Tickets have been printed
and they are going to make it a

J. B. LUSK

Raffle in which

paying proposition.

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Bntru3ted
to ma

-

ROY

NEW MEXICO

n

-

...

Sunday at Mosquero,
11 A.
Erad ley, 7.00 I.

1st

Mc-Iviih- n,

Glorious sunshine, and clear,
crisp air ushered in the Sabbath
i ay. A full program had been
prepared to be carried out in the
iittle church. All day Saturday
phones had been busy announcing the special features.
Matthews and Mrs. Maude
L. Green, the national evai.elist,
ivere to be present and have a
prominent part and the people
were not disappointed who gathered from miles n round. Rev.
viattliews gave a most stirring
icrmon to the graduating cla?s,
rom the text, "The kingdom of
3od is at hnnd." He entered into
he life of the student , as one who
jnew, and then clearly pointed
oat the things worth while lA
the young man and young womai1
when treed from the routine of
i f e emphasizing the
school
"push" of the past and the "puliv
)i the future on every man or
woman thus stepping into the
arena of life. It should be a meeting long remembered. Mfs.
Gieen, whe had previously led in
proyer for the young people at
home and across the. seas, made
the closing talk, in her forceful
way championing not only the'
cause ot the student out also tne
ueacher, linking success with
teacher and parent, an
rabie trio.
Ihe church ws prettily decorated with pictures and our couStirring and apntry's banner.
propriate songs were sung and
jongratulations offered the graduating clcss, composed of two
stalwart young men, Douglas Wil- 8)u and Charles Hilt, both of
'Mosquero.
A very tine program has been
commencement,
arranged
h'ch 'will take place on Friday,
program in the
April
áfterooon, followed by a picnic
supper; a veiy enjoyable time is
A lecture is to be
anticipated.
iven at night by the county superintendent ora representative.
The public is cordially united

Pastor

SKIIVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

--

Great-wester-

and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
W. C. Heaton,

R-- v.

once several good
for trench, concrete and

WANTED--

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

FOR SALE

At IIAYNES' HARNESS
SHOP, ROY, N. M.

White Leghorn Eggs from
stock,
thorobred
$1.00 for 11
rough carpentering on reservoir
Roy N.M.
RHYNE,
Mrs. J. II
work. Good pay to competent
persons. Communicate with
The cold winter weather oi
J.R. Trimmer.
ldiers decent wages, feed and
last week has given way t thi
shelter them properly and sup- Farmers Development Company, mild and springlike weather ol
Miami (near Springer)
ply them with munitions and ii
thi3 week and we have airead
New Mexico. forgotten
never did and never will antici
o:
the discomforts
pate the evying of indemnities
springtime.
in
winter
Improved Farm For Salt
gr robbery of other nations t'
pay the costs.
,;
r.
Best improved Farm, 1 mile
You wiii be more civilised
east of Roy 320 acres good House
Under new Management
William, when you have learner
Barn, Well, Windmill, 2 larg? Charles.Chapman, Proprietcr.
the Great American Peop'e
good cistern, cellei
.
and adopt their ways you wil stock Tanks,
Free Baths,
be more r.early fit to live on this under House, all fenced inU Steam Heated,
several fields, 123 acreá Plowed Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
old earth than you are,
Harrowed, now ready t
A quiet, homelike Hotel
In the meantime we shall con- and
Larga yield Cam and
plant,
one block from the
deep
dig
to
into
this"Book'
tinue
Beans raseih on this farm last
Depot, in the
,
all
and
3d,
this
and take care of
year, Health not good enough to
Main
Business
District
other Liberty Loans that Uncle I
carry on the work, call or add1, es. Tourists and Land-SeekeSam, may need in helping thi
C. E. Anden o
Will find this the right place.
Allies educate the German peo
Roy N. M.
pie into competent
rn&f.t along with the other nations
FOR SALE- :- 40 Acres oi
Unimproved
land $ mile from the
of the world after they have beei
Mr. Corey, and another man
rescued from the "Iron Heel" oi from Maxwell were in Roy Roy P. O.,
Priced for quick
Hapsburgi
and
Ilohenzollerns
S
Ask
the
A.
ale.
the
Tuesday or. business. They seemfeudheritage
of
ihe last of cur
ed well impressed with the town,
l
alism.
I can loan you money on
W. IÍ. Me Carger and Mi'.
receipt as easy as on you)
Dr M, D. Gibbs spent a good Smith, of the Wilson Co. Mills, pattnt or warranty deed ant
share of this week at Mora as r were in Roy on bisiness Tues your mortgage need not bear bu
at Court.
day. They are two of the busiest 3 percent interest. Come in anc
men on the mesa this spring. M let us talk to you about' youi
prospect not loan.
..
John Nowlin and family wen' reports the wheat
Wild man, Loan, and In
F.
J,
ha'fbal.
Cat to the farm Sunday to
surance Agency. Office at resifor the summers crop, leavJohn Gibson and family moved dence north end Chicosa St, "
ing their eldest daughter, Misfe out to their farm Monday afterJ
'
Row N..M.'
Alice at the Plumlee Hospital spending the winter in town.
where she is slowly . recovering
JACK P. MILLS
from her recent serious illnes?
The Martins moved Tues lay
and operation.,
into the Jenkins house until
U. S. Commissioner
school is out when they will g
Fillings,
Proofs and all
J. W. Forbe3 in che arg oi out to their farm 8 miles north
liounty. road from in Unior of town Miss Walker will moví land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
county advises U3 that he i: her restaurant to the roomf
Prompt, Attention
directed by the. Union Countj vacated by them jn the
Solano, New Nexico.
Office
at
Commissioners to buill three
block.
the road from Claytoi
Last Sunday was the first real- CUSTOM PLOWING:- - If you
to Roy. One of them across Ut
Creek, to make it a leUer road ly nice Sunday to be out for a have any plowing you want done
If a says al33 that a State Road long tima and m)3t of the cars in this spring, Call at the Variety
is promised us branching from the town were out racing around Machine Work?.
the present Springer-Clayto- n
over the mjsa and their occupant
road at pasmante and coming via enjoying the springtime.
acres in KanFOR SALE;-16- 0
Roy to the Red River Bridge and
Will sell to
Valley
bottom.
sas
on to Wagon Mound. This will George Lucas is putting in t
quick rehighest
Want
bidder.
mean much to Roy and make a line of pipe and tan' from the
'
delightful drive away from the well at his place across to the sults. Write,
Vincent S.- Bushkevitz.
beaten path. ...
. .. pasture so the '8 to k can háyq
Leiror, 111.
water without driving them.
self-gover-

Itaii

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

The Soldier Boys are
risking their Lives at the
Battle Front FOR YOU!

Can our soldiers over there afford it? Can they spare their lives
Can the fathers, mothers, sisters

r rotee tion.

g

A cordlal.welcome extended to
all visitors.

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work

MlSS LIMJAN GltlNKR, Scc'y,
Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M every Sunday even-In-

at 7 o'clock.

Cars Housed and Cared for

This Daner has enlisted

with the government in the
cause of America for the
period of the war

V. P. S. C. E,

MyraO. Defrkes, IVesidcnt
'

"

:

-

Z0m
WStL

the

SCHOOL.

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
F, 18. IVEY Supt

--

C.

r. St kono.

County Treasurer

T(iM

J. Tatloh, jr., Asrtieto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

? SELLING

OUT?

Then you willjhave
PUBLIC SALE.

a

Complete Indexlto All Land3 and Town Property in
Mora County.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer iri the Country, Thats - -

Title to Lands in the Mora Grant ar being
atraichtened out and we ar also prepared!
to fornish Abstracta on these Lands.

Col F. O. WHITE

,

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
Al MtrerirtmtedtudipthpíPi,nticff
ní Acéarj
Yeyr
KfípeJffuUar
v

.

uara

Solieltea'

.'

His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and mak dates at the
Spanish-America-

n

New Mexie.

ffice; "Roy,

THI
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
0. tí. Laud Orflco at Clayton, N. II.
Mar. 2M018
Notice is hereby given that Victor Gon
zales of Sola.io N. M. who on Mar. 25
1912 made Homestead
Entry No.
J
014497 for
Sec 21

Twp,

.20,

18N.
20 li NMPiM.

Rnif.

has filed notice cf

intention to make final
proof
in the manner required of 4ia.ne-.stea- d
entryman to establish claim to
described,
the land above
before
F. II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
(Ue-yi--

Office Roy.N. M. on May 15,1913
Claimant names as witnesses:
II M Wet .
J Severino Lopez
Tedio Narbaiz
P.J Laumbach
AH of Roy N Mex
.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

4

Climlnats ihn Heat

Í!y

mn

two a'lghtly sopnratca
t
of air
lenses iin'l pit'isins: n
tietwoQii tliiMii a French soieittl.tt hns
succeeded, In frtving tJio lililí power
Hííl'.t of motion picture projectors from
cm-ren-

heaf.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

June, 1918.
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract
Claimant names a3 witnesses: HenPublic Land Sale
ry Ree l, A. S. Hoskina, W. F. Cold-iroDepartment of the Interior.
V. N. Coldiron, all of Roy, N. M.
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
"C" of 2 111 1913.
Feb 23 l!13
Notice is hereby given that ai directed by the Commissioner of the General
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land office, under provisions of Sec
2155, r. S pursuant to the application of Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Cilice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Tony J. lleimin of Clayton N M
March 27, 1918
Serial No 023Í1D1 we will offer at public
salo to the highest bidder but at not
Notice ia hereby given that Manuel
leas than ?1,25 per acre at 10 o'clock Valasquez, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
and
made
A M on the 2ith day cf May
1918 next who on
at this office the fallowing tract cf Homestead and Add. Entries, Nos.
017587, 023980, for N
SE '.,. SW'
l tr.d; NwJ-NSec 34 Twp 20N Rng 28 SEV;,
SEVi SWVi, Sec. 19, and S'a
E
N M PM
.
NE', NEV NEVi, SEVi NW',4, Sec.
The sale will not be kept open but 19, Twp. 19N., Rng. 24E., N. M. P.
will be declared cloned when those pre- M., has filed notico of intention to
sent at the hour named have ceased make three year proof, to establish
bidding Tha person making the high- claim to the land above described, beest bid will bo required to immediately fore Stanley A. Foutz, U. S. Commispay to the Receiver the amount there sioner, at Wagon Mound, N. M., on
tho 10th day of May, 1913.
Any persons claiming adversely
the
Claimant names as witnesses:
d
land are advised to file
Francisco Herrera, Solomon. Aragón
their claim?, or objections on or before Andraeí Martinez, Antonio Martinez
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
the time designated for salo
PAZ VALVEUDE
Register
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register

LOS PATRIOTAS

It is the

(r' every younprman and woman not
t cünitely and actively engaged in
t ;e nation's service, to prepare now
efficient sor ice to tlu state and nation in the future.

HARI.U PARA GANAR

Patriotic duty
fjr

M.

who on March 22, 1915 mude IJ E No.
(l!)(45 for
Section, 22 Town,
fhip 18N itange 2E NMPMeridinnhas
filed notice of intention to make Final
.Three year proof to eutnblUh claim
to the land above described, before
F H Foster U S Commissioner ath3
o.Ttce at Roy, N. M., on May. lóth 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Denj. F. Hrown
C'ai's W McNeill
Maria Trujiil'j
Robert F Mcore
'j-Alt of Moquero, New Mexico
NKJ-NW'- l,

There is ni stronger four.i'p.i jn for a career of truly efficient
service than a broad, libera! college education. '

LA EJiTEHA

4

PAZ VALVERDE,

Renter.

NOTICE Fp? riT.LICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton,
N. M.
Mar. 21 1913
Notice is hereby given that
Ollio D. Williams of b'ultnn New
who on April, 5 th 1 1 T
Mexico
made HE. No. (19754 for NWL
SiCtion 10 Tiiwn3'alp 8N liar.ge 27E,
NMP Meridian has hied notice of intention to make throe year pro:.f, to
establish claim to the laud
before F. U. Foster U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N M on the 13th day of May. 1918. (
Claimant names ns witnesses:
'
A. C. Trujilio
John Decl inan
F. M. Hughes C. W. B, Leatherir.an
AH of Solano New Alex.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

There is no better place to begin than in the

NEW MEXICO STATE

A. Todos, loa

Habitantes de
gua Española de Nuevo

At Albuquerque

The Summer Term Begins

June 15
Abandon Your
Plan For An Idle
Summer

.

Srt'l-i.SW-

muchachos

aliados mientras-lpara vosotros. Kilos nú pueden pelear fuertemente' iV menos que recllian
mucha comida. Ello necesitan
pan do trigo como cosa esencial,
indispensable. Kilo arriesgan
su vida en la batalla mientra
que d vosotros silo se os pido
romfita maíz, harina de avena,
cebada y patatas en xcr. de harina do triy.o.. Sostcng;í! .1 loa
r.iuchasiics
los
muchacho
americanos liia muchachos hispa
quienes l'.K lian para los Estudos Unid;)..

Change of environment and occupation make
the trua vaoation. Spend THIS summer in preparing yourself for a Letter, bigger future.
Arrange to begin your college education now.

Write today for this information.

NOTICE FOR PL'DtlCATION

Address

DAVID lí. EOYD, President
University of New Mexico

D

Albuquerque, N.

1

el gobierno os pide liaalgo paia ayudar, no
porqué simplemente
De esa manera todos podemos incala' combatir para la
batidora.
El administrador da aHineiitos do
C'itiuiilo

rais

M.

,

'

7

-

KJ-S-

NFJ-NW-

Care of the Canary.
Pont fórsjet to Rive the cannry p
fresh lit oí green every now und then;
nlso Unit tot, uiueh lieuip seuil liniktfs
tihu tut.

NOTICE 1'OIt PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Oflire- at Clayton, New Mexico,
1918
April
i
hereby given that Karl
Notic
Dtubala of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
Wti, made Homestead
oir August 1
Entry tfo. 018293. for SEH; Sec. 23,
E'i NE',4 Sec. 26, Twp 21N, Rng 20
E' li. SfL P Mertcfian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Pvaaf; t establish claim to the land
abovo described, before F. H. Foster,
U. &. Coaanarssioner, at his office in
Roy, N. M. on the ird day of June,
1918.
S.
Ctaiecwk5 names as witnesses:
F. Daris, Harry H. Maybcrry, J. M.
Johewo and L. A. Brown, all 0f Roy,
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico.
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Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bixs, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Coniieols with

LONG-DISTANC-

.

PHONE at Springer.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Aljbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conánd intennedinte points.
Iioy City Exchange,
nected.
JCflie'ient Sen-iceRural-Commnni-

5- -1.

f 0&

PUBLICATION.

ly

-

Capt. C. F, Engle, of Denver,
representing the Salvation Army
came to Roy Saturday and solicitad funds for the Army Work..
He lectured on the work of the
Salvation Army at the War Front
in France and Belgium at Church
Hour Sunday morning and preach
ed again at the church in the
evening. The people of Roy
recognize the efficient practical
work of the Salvation. Army aruLj
always contribute liberally, when J
an accredited solicitor, comes
here.
W. E. McDonald, who, was.,
here last summer for íl tima as.
helper in the R. R. Office, is back
again for a short .ürae.. He was
agent at Bitteford, Maine and

will soon go back. to. Massachu-

setts. Mrs.,IcIon.aid.is sister to
Mrs. Upton.. of. Solano,, and has
been staying herfifoj: ker health
for some time,.

ISOLATED TRaCT
Public Land Sa!e
ttepji tment of the Interior
U S Land Office at Clayton N M
The carloador two of old bones
Apr. 6, 1918
'C" 3 - 29, 1918
that
are piled, up. for . shjpment
Notice is hereby gi ven that as direct
ed by th commlasioner of the General wereoraih sr. & gí ewsomé parade
Land Office, under provisions of Sec, as they wata hauled thru, the
24, H S purtiuanV; to the application streets to, tha scales and back, in
of lliram O Upton of Solano. N. M. wagpns..

w'e, will offer at pnb
Serial No,
the nicest bidder, but at
c sale,
not lesa thanl,"5 per aire at K) o'clock Mrs.. L.. N D Weese, and Mrs.
A M on tha Uth day of June 191!, nex'., Maude L Greene, the Evanglist,
at this office, the following tract of w,ej& h
to attend the Red
J
land;
SÍ6THN It 2HE N ,Cross meeting and hurried, away
M P M
tox iL Mrs. Grene has been
Th aajf will not be kept opeBv.: but
thofye
previsitinis Mrs. DeWeese at her
will b declared closed when
have
t'eastdt
"name!
tn
home
hour
in Mosquero.
at
sent
bidiing. The peraon making the highMrs. Greene has bmn conductest bid will be required to immediately ing very successful
aieetings at
pay to the Receiver the amount there-

tt

1

NEi-NW-

Solano and Liberty and

of.

above-describe-

tr

Tho Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

.

Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

,

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

-i

ü".

los-15-

"No Comeremos Trigo Hasta Que Sea
M jerta el Huna."

pasa ííüm'C el grito, de- eombate del leal
pueblo de Nuevo Mexico, quien se d
cuenta, de- q.ue- cada llluii de trigo y
harina de triga so necesita en
( iiivi;ui á lo
hombres quienes
Amór-i'.-a.p,"!- -;

están: peleeudi. paia

en

América

Kraucia.. tuoliM- cart.'ts se reciben en,
oriclua- det arimtaiittrador de alimentos., eit: Albaiíiprq,ic,
las cuales el
e--

twus parles del estado

puehlud

pro-mn- le

ni nlngmio do su.
producto & hkinenos, basta la próxima
üohocIih.
Pie u hombre en su carta:
"Mls,dDhijp r mi hijo político están
en, Krancia hacteodo cuauto puedan
para. til. TU Saio, y todos en mi casa
observaremos ta estación sin trigo por
tanto) ítaniBo como sea necesario."
MUáüfpft de- Ubras d harina de trigo,
han, si (I devueltas á los mercader
por los oosmuldores patrióticos, á fita
esa harto se umda entrenar al
gobiwaiA y asi enviare á los combatiente d Aaiérira, Francia é InRta-ternoatra toe Aletusnes. Ku Uoun- haluatr. tu hombre eomprO un neo d
hactai (t cincuenta libras y ua periódnu

couMMi tciico

de-qi-

ai

yi

tUee-far-

jt gente está disoontlna-- )
absolutanienle "el uso da la harina de t rlo, enmienda, an su lugar,
uta hecho d cebada y harina de av-ana. ninfa y patatas y harina de irros
una clase de pan que, después de tv
do, es tan bueno como el pan d triga.
Dlee Nuevo Mexico al gobierno: "Al .
tien Vd. nuestra harina d trigo:"!
(inoremos que sea paf nuestros much I
aohos quienes estáte peleando para ao-'- ,
io ros; noeotrosVMMiereiios otra cosa.

M estado.

"

--

Para las
ao

peipUiM

qe

plsnsaa que,'
i '
concederán seis M !

p.ide

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
.N..5fex.- :
'

-

3 HOGS for salo. 14 miles

East

ef Hoy.

WfttNQÍTKE;' Route A,

;

Vd.
Sus hij') y 'hermanos han entrad.para prote--Ir
para
n el
su pis, á S'A íta lo. I.'i menos, qttfl
puM Yd. bsoe1 es ayudar en darle
nnnwr
de comer y VHog iitten--qpen de tr!4o. No 'periKÍl-V(- t.
ntH
-

eJ'V-cit-

t

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

.

puden prejiiitdir absolutamente

harina de lii(. e
bras por petua por mes. Hero el Kb
ierno pida. 4. tKÍos aquellos que eal
mente rgjrj hucer un sacrificio par
ayuda;' (U, la guerra abandonen abao- luta.tiiiji, el uso de harina de triga &
bunch of caitlo He was out with lo üirncc iMta la cosecha venidera,
iocr. ewk que se hallará niuch trigo.
Geo. Ray and and Kidd Bros,
tJejn Vd. harina de trigo en poaaa-li- n
who were putting him next to !
suiya, muestre Vd. su uatrlotlsmo:
the cattb that were for sale.
(jevii;vala á la tienda, ielb;t Vd. su
1inro y compre harini il muí 6 cualMiss Lillian Griner has accept- quier otro substituto. Hi los dmá
también io
ed a position as Saleslady will pueden vivir Wn

tlte Roy Trading Co. and is grcel
ing her friends from behind the
counter in the same old way..

,

á u ranohoi
ica;. múHatvaa volrienil
I'
m el periódico que a necesitaba.
harina bi4 qn nunca n ni trmt-c- :.
d continuar su camino val-- i
ett
U tienda, devolvió la harina
qu ni comería más harina du
trlitt haatH la cosecha venidera. Al
Jf s'gatent. otro hombre trajo dita
acos d harina; si una 2.u)0 libras
vtnlroa de rasas de runcho roe y
vendieron i las tiendas. I.a niiatufitl-ma- a
osa ha ocurrido en ira partna

may

,riy persons claimiug adveiwei.v the remain for a time at other paints
land are al vised ti- but will soon accept a call to
d
an 01 Michigan.
tile their claims or vbjeoJpiMi
ale.
lesignatr4
before the time
Register
5 18 Paz Yalverde
H. C. Abbott of Mt Dora, was
in town Monday buying another

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

ROY, N. M.

E

6

Register.

r

y sus--

uchando

di-.-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

LenMex-

ico;:
Sols tan patrióticos como el
pueblo do cualquier otro estado
do la Union. Vnentros antepasado pelearon para la bandera en
la Guorra Civil. Vuestros muchachos ahora estlin peleando para
la misma bandera
peleando
para su patria, para vuestra patria. Vuestra patria quiero que
ayudéis con su dinero y sus esfuerzos para proveer de alimentos A lo que actualmente eat.in
peleando.
Podéis comprar bon-ode la Libertad y ayudar á la
Cruz Hoja pero lo que es ailn
mils Importante, podel
ayudar
en proveer trigo yharinu de trigo,
que non las coaa.i más Importamos fiara alimentar & nuestros

No matter what your clrci instances, no matter what the demand upon your time, joj cin, if you VVILL, secure a thorough college education at ycur home state university.'

Nl-SE-

1

f!0'j:iTA'!ü!R

UNIVERSITY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of
U. S. Land
(Miice at Santa Fc, New Mexico
Deportment of tin Interior U S Lun
March 27, 1918
Office at clajlon. New Mexico
Notico is hereby given thnC Alejan-lr- o
Mr-r10 191S
Duran, of Wagon Mound, N. M.,
Notice is hereby given that
who, on 1
and
made
Sidney C. Reed or Rov, N. M. whr Homestead and Add. II. E. Nos. 022115
ind 022872, for SYa NWU, Sec. 20,
on Air. 22 '0:3 ír.a-lUK NoOlüK'.U fo
EV, NEVi Sec. 19. and SEVi SEVi,
Section
35 Towr
'
SWVi sec. 17, NWVi
ship. 20 NRnjr.LVsE NMP. Meridian ha; tiec. 18, W
NWVi, Sec. 20, Twp 21N., Rng. 24E.,
filed notice of intention to make thrct- N. M. T. M,
has filed notice of inten
ear proof, to establish claim to th tion to make three year proof, to--, establish claim to the land above de
land above described before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hi. scribed, before Stanley A., Foutr, U.
Wagon Mound,
office at Roy, N. M. on M .y t 191r 3. Commissioner, at
N. M., on the 15th day of May, 1918,.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. J. Heimann.
A.E.'Sivyer
Bernardo Duran, Olmedo Sanchez,.
of Roy Ne w Mexico
Pedro Chavez, and Manuel Trujilio, all.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of Wagon Mound, N. M.
W. R. Hradley
J C Drskell
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
Of Mosquero Ne-Mexico
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
,
Office at Clin ton New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE
Mar. 16, 191,.
Registe'i
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice i hereby given that Neco-las- a
Domínguez of Albert N. M.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
who on Mar 8 19I5 made HE No019)2li
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S Land
for Lots 1,2,3,
Mawhi 27, 191&
Office at Santa F, New Mexico,
Ni-SSec. 31 Twp. 20 N. Rng. 29 E.
April 20, 19 a
Notice is hereby given that Porfirio
N M P Meridian, bus filed notice of in
Notice is hereby given that Amadeo Duran, of Wagon Mound, N. M., who
tention to make Three Year Proof, to Ulibarri, of Wagon Mound, N. M., who, on
and
mado H E: and
establish claim to the land above on Sept. 1, 1914, and Oct. 10, 1916, made
Add. H. E. No. 021548, 023672', for
enand
homestead
additonal
homestead
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. tries Nos. 0217S1 and 025021, for, SEI- WVa NWVÍ, WVi SWU. Sec. 29, ant
Couir. at Roy, N. M. on the 6th dsi SE, Sec. 25, Twp. 20, N. K. 23 E. and EVi NEVi NVi SEVi, Sec. 30, Twp.
Lot 4, Sec, JO, Lots 1 und 2, Sec. 31, 21N.. Rag. 24E., N. M. P. M., has
of May 1918
and WSKi, SWJNE, SEJNW,, See. filed notice of intention to make Three
Claimant names 3 witnesses:
25, Twp. 20, N., U. 2.Í E, N. M. Meri- year proof to establish claim to the
Juan Ta f ova dian, has filed notice of intention to land above described, before Stanley
Leandro M. Gallego
Jote R. Lope. make Three Year Proof, to establish A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wag
Jose Domínguezclaim to the land above d 'scribed, be12 22 All oí Albert New Mexico.
on Mound, N. M., on the 16th day of
fore Stanley A. Foutz, U. S. Commis
Register aioner, Wagon Mound, N. M., on June May, 131.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
7, 118.
...
Juan N. Maestas, Lonjino Duran.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Marciliano Ulibarri, of Wafion Mound Antonio Rodriquez, Antonio J. Rodri
NOTICE rOH PUBLICATION.
N. M. Ignacio VaUIez, of WgonMourd quez, all of Wagon Mound, N M.
N. M , Julian Gallegos, of Wagon
department of the Interior.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Roister
M , E.equiel Cail'.-g- ot
V. 8. Laud Orfice at Clayton, U. M Mound, Mound, N.
Wagon
U.
N.
Mound,
of
'
Mar. 21. 1918
Franomco Delgado,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice Is hereby given that "yVilliam
Regidter.
óf
Ne
Mexico
Mosquero,
De Laney
..
"
who on Jan. 6th 1911 made HE No
Dj)rtnDt of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Ofltce at Clayton. New Mexico
Sec 23;
018913 for SWi-Sw- .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
March 21, 1918
Saitlon 24 Towntdvip
ad SEl-NDepartment of the Interior
Notice is hereby given that John R.
M. P.
d9 N.
Kanffe 28 E, N.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
Nugen of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
Uleridian, ha filed notice of intention
9, 1911
on February 24, 1913. made II. E. No.
to make three Year I'reof, to establish
10, WVi
Notice is hereby given .that' Linda 019414, for NW'4 NWU, See.
claim to the land abpre described, be
S, Twp. 20N,
Sec.
SWV
NWVi
SWVÍ
foreF. II. Foster U 8 Commissionei Meflfert, formerly Linda Gambrel, ol Rng. 27E N. M. P. M.; has filed noRoy, Mora county, N. M., who on Deat Roy N. M. on Ia 14 191.
of intention to make Three Y'ear
cember 1, 1914 made H. E. No. 018933, tice
Claimant names as witnesses:
t establish ckim to the land
Proof
Twp.
29,
for S NEV4, and SEi Sec.
described,
above
lefore F. II. Fo.iter,
Frank Smith
Oacar Aspgren
2flN, Rng 28E, N. M. P. M., has filed
U. S. Ceramissiener, at hh office in
Knutt Aspgren
J. M. CadJr
notice of intention to make Final Three Roy, N. M., on the 16th day
of May.
Year, Proof, to establiaH claim to the 1918.
All of Moquero N. M,
land above described, before F. H
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
Foster! U. S. Commissioner, at his ofOirin K by. D. P. Moore, C. C.
itejjister.
fice in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of
Nugen and B. F. Emerson, all of Roy,
TAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico.
Regiitcr.

DE

COMEREMOS TRIGO HASTA
QUE ESTEN VENCIOOS LOS HUNOS;" ESO ES EL GRITO OE
COMBATE DEL LEAL PUEBLO DEL ESTADO;
SE DEVUELVEN MILLARES DE
LIBRAS A LOS MERCADERES.

1

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ollice at Santa Fe, New iJexico
Notice is hereby given that Ptrfiiia
March 27, 1318
Chavez of Roy, N. M. who on April 10
Notice 3 herrhy given that l'cdro
1613, made Homestead Entry no 01079 1 A. Chavez, of Vr;coii Mound, K. M.,
who, o;i
,
nude II. E.
r.:i J
for Wj SEJ Sec. 2:,
i
end
Fntry
21547, 02380!
N'i
Section Zi,
S'vVi Section 25 TownKYj Mff'A, Sec. 2?.
for N'j NU-'iship. 19 N, Kan-- e 25. E KM P V, hns
SUVi, Sec. 2 J, Twp.
SEH
filed notice of intention to make Fina' 21 N. Rng 21E., N. M. P.
Meridian, ha
Three Year Proof to establish claim .'iled notice of intention to make three
to the land above described, before year proof, to establish cliim to
above described, b'.'ltr Sur.ley
W. H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner, al
A. Foutz. U. S. Commissioner, at Wag
hi3 office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
on Mound, U. M., on tha Mth
of
lith day if May 1913.
May, 1918.
Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Claimant names a3 witnesses:'
Porifirio Duran, Maximiliano (rr.- Julian Sandoval
Enc uracion Card.,
ham, Antonio Rodriquez, Doroteo Tor
Jess da Jesus Mi-- n 1
Jiian Iridio Romero res, all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
All of Roy, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
4 27

CIUDAD

"70

There is 0 bitter time than
now to bo.: this education.

above-describe-

U'J-.'E-

PROME-

TEN. NO COMER TRICO HASTA
LA COSECHA PROXIMA.

-

Mar. 28,
Notice h hereby given that
Alexander Singhiser of Mosquero N

U GUERRA

L03 MUeVO MEJICANOS

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION-NOTICE FGX PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mar. 10, IMS
1918
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THE REAL MAN
By FRANCIS LYNDE
(Copyright by

CHAPTER

XXI.
18

Continued.

"When I ret through with the Judge,
I shall want to go out to the dam.
Will you wait and take mer
thing on earth" with
"Surest
And then: "la
prompt acquiescence.
It at bad as yon thought It was going
to be. John?"
"It's about as bad as it can be," was
the sober reply, and with that Smith
went In to wait for his Interview with
Jurist
the Tlmanyonl's
At nine o'clock, or a few minutes
before the hour, David Klnzle, at his
desk In the Brewster City National,
telephoned a message that presently
brought Colonel Dexter Baldwin to the
private room In the bank known to
nervous debtors as "the sweatbox."
"Sit down, Dexter," said the banker
shortly; "sit down a minute while I
best-belove- d

CW

Scntner'i Sou)

"Dave," he said, rising to stand over
man in the swlng-cbal- r,
the square-buil- t
"It's like pulling a sound tooth
to have to tell you the plain truth.
You've got ft mighty bad case of
money-ro- t
The profit account has
grown so big with you that you can't
see over the top of It You've horsed
back and forth between Stanton's outfit and ours until you can't tell the
difference between your old friends
conscienceand a bunch of
You pull your gun
less
and go to shooting whenever you get
ready. We'll stay with you and try
to hold up our end and John's. And
you mark my words, Dave: you're the
man that's going to get left In this
deal ; the straddler always gets left"
And with that he cut the Interview
short and went bock to the High Line
offices on the upper floor.
low-dow-

land-pirate-

at my mall."
It was one of David Klnzle's

look

CHAPTER XXII.
small
thus,
subtleties to make a man sit idly
Witnesses.
on one pretext or another; it rarely
Driven by Stnrbuck In the brand-nedisada
at
Incomer
put
to
the
failed
vantage, and on the present occasion half-pa- car, Smith reached the dam at
ten and was In time to see
It worked like a charm. Baldwin bad the swarming carpenters begin the
chewed
had
go
and
out
cigar
let his
placing of forms for the pouring of the
the end of It Into a pulp before Klnzle final section of the great wall. Though
swung around In his chair and
w

launched out abruptly.
"You and I have always been pretty
good friends, Dexter," he began, "and
I have called yon down here tills
morning to prove to yon that I am
still your friend. Where is your man
Smith
Baldwin shook his head. "I don't
know," he answered. "I haven't seen
him since last evening."
"Has he run away, then?"
The Missouri colonel squared himself doggedly In the suppliant debtor's
chair, which was the one Klnzle had
placed for him. "What are you driving at, Dover he demanded.
"We'll tackle your end of it first,"
said the banker curtly. "Do you know
that you and your crowd have come to
the bottom of the bag on that dam
proposition
"No, I don't."
"Well, you have. You've got Just
one more day to Uve."
The MIssourlan fell back upon his
native phrase.

r

the high water was lapping at the foot
timbers of the forming, and the weather reports were still portentous, Williams was In fine fettle. There had
been no further Interferences on the
part of the railroad people, every man
on the Job was spurting for the finish,
and the successful end was now fairly
In

sight

"We'll be pouring this afternoon,"
he told Smith, "ond with a twenty-four-hoset for the concrete, and the
forms left In place for additional security, we can shut the spillway gates
and back the water into the main
ditch. Instead of being a hindrance,
will help. Under
then, the flood-tid- e
slack-watconditions, It would take
a day or two to finish filling the reservoir lake, but now we'll get the few
feet rise needed to fill the sluices almost while you wait"
"You have your guards out as we
planned?" Smith Inquired.
"Twenty of the best men I could
find. They are. patrolling on both
HT
til KtlOW me. sides of the river, with Instructions to
A.lrnn
nn'll hit
Dave," asserted Baldwin Stoutly. "But report if they see so much as a rabbit
go on. You've got your gun loaded: Jump up."
'
"Good., I'm going to let Starbuck
what are you aiming it at?"
ago
yon
weeks
drive me around the lake limits to
"Just this: I told
that the other people were carrying see to It personally that your pickets
' toó many big guns for you,
I don't are on the Job. But, first Ti like
to usé' your phone for ft minute or
want to see you killed off, Dexter."
shut himTm no quitter; you ought to know two," and with that Smith office
and
field
small
up
rejoinder.
self
in
the
blunt
was
the
Dave,"
that,
"I know; but there are' times when called Martin, the bookkeeper, at the
it Is simply foolhardy to hold on. The town headquarters.
The result of the brief talk with
compromise proposition that I put up
to you people a while back still holds Martin seemed satisfactory, for when
good. But today Is the last day. Dex- It was concluded, Smith rang off and
ter. You must accept It now, If you asked for the Hophra House. Being
given the hotel exchange, he called
are going to accept It at alL"
the number of Miss Rlchlander's suite,
"Ana" If we refuser
"You'll go to smash, the whole kit and the answer came promptly In her
of you. As Tve said, this is the last full, throaty voice:
"Is that you, Montague?"
call."
By this time Baldwin's cigar was a
"Yes. I'm out at the dam. Nothhopeless wreck.
ing has been done yet No telegraphi- "You've got something up your ng,! I mean. You understand?"
-rnA. Vnl la If 9' ha Innutrari
'Terfectly. But something is goTho hnnlrar nnrsprt his Un And the ing to be done. Mr. K. has had Colonel
bristling mustache assumed its most B. with him In the bank. I saw the
aggressive angle.
colonel go In while I was at breakfast
'There are a number of things, but When are you coming back to town?"
the one which concerns you most, Just
"Not for some time ; I have a drive
now, is this: we've got Smith's record, to make that will keep me but until
at last. He Is an outlaw, with a price afternoon."
on his head. We've dug out the whole
"Very well; you'd better stay away
story. He Is a defaulting bank cash- as long as you can, and then you'd
ier, and before he ran away,, he tried better communicate with me before
to kill. his ' president"
Vou show yourself much In public. I'll
Baldwin was frowning heavily. have JIbbey looking out for you."
"Who told you all this! Was it this
and hung up
Smith said "gpod-by- "
Miss Rlchlander oyer at the Hcphra the receiver with a fresh twinge of
.
House.
dissatisfaction. Every step made his
"No ; it was her father. I sent one dependence upon Vera Rlchlander
Topaz
to
the
of my young men out
Corona Baldwin:
more complete.
to look him up."
would she say to this newest alwhat
"And you have telegraphed to the liance? Would she not say again, and
chief of police, or the sheriff, or who- this time with greater truth, that he
ever it is that wants Smith?"
was a coward of the basest sort; of
"Not yet. I wanted to give you one the type that makes no scruple of hid
comes
Business
chance,
Dexter.
more
ing behind a woman's skirts?
first' The Brewster City National is Between the noon-hou- r
and the
a bank, not a detective agency. You
k
Hophra House luncheon,
go and find Smith and fire him; tell
Mr. David Klnzle, still halting behim he is down and out; get rid of tween two opinions, left his dealt and
him, once for all. Then come back
bank and crossed the street to
here end well fix up that compromise the hotel;
He wrote bis name on a
the
Stanton."
with
let
the clerk send it up. The
card
and
to
Baldwin found a match and tried
almost immediately
boy
came
back
relight the dead cigar. But It was
with word that Miss Rlchlander was
chewed past redemption.
waiting In the mezzanine parlors.
"Let's get it plumb straight Dave,"
and
The banker tipped the call-boone
he pleaded, in the quiet tone of
up alone. He had seen Miss
went
g
stone
who will leave no
when she was driving
unturned. "You say you've got John Rlchlander, once
'
again
at the theater in
Smith
and
with
commighty
a
is
rights.
Smith
dead to
company.
So
he knew what
same
the
mon name. I shouldn't wouder if
expect when be tramped heavily
there were half t million 'r o John to
Smlths-'-takln- g
the country over. How Into the parlor overlooking the street
beauty of
do yon know you've got the right None the less, the dazzling
the young woman who rose to shake
oner
"His middle name Is "Montague,'" hands with him and call him by name
napped the banker, "and the man rather took him off his feet David
who is wanted called himself 'J. Mon- Klnzle was ft hopeless bachelor, from
tague Smith.' But we can identify choice, but there are women, and womMr. Rlchlander's en.
positively.
him
"Do yon know, Mr. Klnzle, I have
daughter can tell us If he is the right
Smith, and she probably will if the po- been expecting yon all day," she said
sweetly, making him ait down beside
lice ask her to."
Baldwin may have had his own ber on one of the flaming red monstrosopinion about that bat if so, he kept ities billed in the hotel inventories as
It to himself tad spoke feeflagjj of "Louis Qulnza sofas." "My father sent
me ft note by one of your younf men.
Kber things.
ur
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r
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peace-keepin-

cause he wore a beard. They told me,
the last time I was over in Clnci, that
fieM gone West somewhere, but they
didn't say where. He was the first
man I met when I lit down here. Lit'
tie world, isn't It Mr. Klnzle?"
Davfd Klnzle was backing away,
watch In hand. Business was very
pressing, be said, and he must get
back to his desk. He was very much
obliged to Miss Rlchlander, and was
only sorry that he had troubled her.'
When her father should return to
Brewster he would be glad to meet
him, and so on and Bo on, to and beyond the portieres which finally blotted him out for the two who were left
in the Louis Qulnze parlor.
"Is that about what you wanted me
to say?" queried JIbbey, when the click
of the elevator door latch told them
that Mr. Klnzle was descending.
"Tucker, there are times when you
are almost lovable," said the beauty
softly, with a hand on Jibbey's shoulder.
"I'm glad It's what you wanted, because It's what I was going to say, anysoberway," returned the
ly, thus showing that he, too, had not
yet outlived the influence of the overnight hand-griSince Brewster was a
city, Its banks closed at three o'clock.
Ten minutes after the hour, which happened also to be about the same length
of time after Starbuck and Smith had
reached town, Mr. Crawford Stanton
got himself admitted by the Janitor
at the side door of the Brewster City
National President Klnzle was still
at his desk In his private room, and
the promoter entered unannounced.
"I thought I'd hang off and give yon
the limit all the time there was," he
said, dropping Into the debtor's chair
And then, with a
at the desk-enquarrelsome rasp in his tone: "Are
you getting ready to switch again?"
Though his victims often cursed the
banker for his shrewd caution and his
no one had ever
ruthless
accused him of timidity In ft stand-u- p

and he said that perhaps you would
that perhaps you might want
Her rich voice was at its fruitiest
and the hesitation was of exactly the
proper shade.
as ft fish with
Klnzle,
despondent debtors, felt himself suddenly warmed and moved to be gentle
with this gracious young woman.
"Er yes, Miss Rlchlander er a
disagreeable duty, you know. I wanted to ask about this young man, Smith.
We don't know him very well here in
Brewster, and as he has considerable
business dealings with the bank, we
that Is, I .thought your father might
be able to tell us something about
his standing In bis home town."
"And my father did tell you?"
"Well yes; he er he says Smith
Is a ft grand rascal; a fugitive from
Justice ; and we thought" David Klnzle, well hardened In all the processes
of dealing with men, was making difficult weather of it with this
young woman.
Miss Rlchlander's laugh was well restrained. She seemed to be struggling
earnestly to maks it appear so.
"You business gentlemen are so funny I" she commented.
"You know, of
course, Mr. Klnzle, that this Mr. Smith
and I are old friends ; you've probably
seen us together enough to be sure of
that Hasn't it occurred to you that
however well I might know the Mr.
Smith my father has written you encounter.
"You've taken that tone with me beabout, I should hardly care to be seen
fore, Stanton, and I don't like It" he
in public with him?"
"Then there are two of them?" Kin-li-e returned brusquely. "You may as well
keep it in mind that neither you, nor
demanded.
The young woman was laughing the people you represent, own the
again. "Would that be so very won- Brewster City National, or any part of
derful? with so many Smiths in the It, in fee simple."
"We can buy you out any minute
world?"
"But er the middle name, Miss we think we need you," retorted StanRlchlander: that Isn't so. infera so ton. "But never mind about that Your
man came back from the Topas last
very common, I'm sure."
"It is rather remarkable, isn't It? night. You've, let the better part of
But there are ft good many Montagues the day go by without saying a word,
In our part of the world, too. The and I've drawn the only conclusion
man my father wrote you about al- there Is to draw."
Klnzle frowned his impatience. "If
ways signed himself 'J. Montague,' as
if he were ft little ashamed of the I have to do business with your people
much longer, Mr. Stanton, I shall cer'John.'"
suggest that they put ft nan in
Smith
"Then this Brewster
isn't the tainly
charge
out here who can control his
one who is wanted in Lawrencevllle
temper. Here is Mr. Rlchlander's letfor embezzlement and attempted mur
ter."
der?"
Stanton read the letter through
"Excuse me," said the beauty, with
another very palpable attempt to hastily, punctuating its final sentence
smother her amusement "If you could with a brittle oath.
"And you've muddled over this all
only know this other Smith. J. Mon
more
tague, as I remember him, was ft typl day, when every hour is worth
to us than your
bank could
earn in a year?" he rapped out "What
have you done? Have you telegraphed
this sheriff?"
"No; and neither will yon when I
tell you the facts. Yon see what Mr.
Rlchlander says. We had nothing to
go' on unless we could identify our
man definitely, so I took the straightforward course and went to Miss Rlchlander."
Stanton's laugh was a derisive shout
"You need a guardian, Klnzle; yon
do, for a fact!", he sneered.
"Of
course, the girl pulled the wool over
your eyes ; any woman could do that I"
"You are not gaining anything by
being abusive, Stanton. This man of
Baldwin's Is not the one Mr. Rlchlander is trying to describe in that letter."
Stanton bit the tip from a cigar and
struck a light
"Klnzle," he said, "you think we're
going to lose out, and yon are trying
to throw me off the. scent. You bad a
long talk with Colonel Baldwin this
morning I kept cases on that, too
"He Says Smith Is a Grand Rascal." and you figured that you'd make money
by seesawing again. I'm glad to be
cal society man the kind of man who able to tell you that you are Just about
wears dress clothes 'even when be. twenty-fou- r
hours too late."
dines alone, and who wouldn't let his
d
The
banker righted his
beard grow overnight for a king's ran- pivot chair, with a snap and his Hps
som. But wait a moment. There is were puffed out like the lips of u swima young gentleman here who came last mer who sees the saving plank drifting
evening direct from Lawrencevllle, out of reach.
Let me send for him."
"You are wrong, Stanton ; altogether
She rose and pressed the bell push, wrong 1" he protested. "Baldwin was
and when the floor boy came, be was here because I sent for him to make
sent to the lobby to page JIbbey. Dur- final attempt to swing him over to the
ing the little wait David Klnzle was compromise.
You are doing me the
skillfully made to talk about other greatest possible injustice 1"
things. JIbbey was easily found, as It
Stanton rose and made ready to go.
appeared, and he came at once. Miss
"I think that would be rather hard
Rlchlander did the honors graciously. to do, Klnzle," he flung back. "No"Mr. Klnzle, this is Mr. Tucker JIb- body loves a trimmer. But in the presbey, the son of one of our Lawrence- ent case you are not going to lose anyvllle bankers. Tucker Mr. Klnzle; thing. We'll take your stock at par,
the president of the Brewster City Na- as I promised you we would."
tional." Then, before Klnzle could beIt was at this crisis that David Klngin: "Tucker, I've sent for you in zle showed himself as the exponent of
You know both Mr. John the saying that every man has his
Smith, at present of Brewster, and also modicum of saving grace, by smiting
J. Montague Smith, sometime of Law- upon the arm of his chair and glaring
rencevllle and now of goodness only up at the promoter.
knows where. Mr. Klnzle Is trying to
"There's another promise of yours
make out that they are one and the
you've got to remember, toó, Stanthat
same."
ton," he argued hoarsely. "Yon've got
JIbbey laughed broadly. He stood
to hold Dexter Baldwin harmless I"
in no awe of banks, bankers, or stubStanton's smile was a mask of pur
bly mustachés.
malice.
Tve made yon no definite
"Ill .tell John, when I see him again
promise as to that; but yon shall have
and take a. chance on being able to one now. m promise to break Baldran faster than he can," he chuckled. win in two and throw him and his
"Ripping good Jokel"
ranchmen backers out of the Timan-yon-!.
"Then you know both menr said
That's what yon get for playing
Klnzle, glancing at his watch and ris- fast and loose with two people at the
ing.
same time. When yon look over your
"Like
book.
They're no more paying teller's statement for the day,
alike than black and white. Our man youH see that I have withdrawn our
here la from Cincinnati; isn't that account from your
n
money
where yon met him, Verda? I recol- shop.
"
lect you didn't like blip, at first be
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PREVENT PIG LOSSES BY GIVING SOW

PROPER ATTENTION AT FARROWING TIME
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Good-day.-

WELL CARED FOR PIC8 IN 1MB
Prepared by the United Btatei Department ot Agriculture.)
Every pig that can be raised this
rear will be needed to odd to the food
lupply of the nation, and every one
will odd to the profits of the grower.
Increase the number of pigs by pre--f
on ting losses at farrowing time and
Insure rapid gains In weight by giving
the sow and young pigs the kind of
care that will result in healthy development. This depends to a great extent upon the management of the sow
it time of farrowing. As the time for
farrowing approaches, the sow should
be watched citrefully, in order that
may be given If necessary.
The sow generally becomes nervous
and restless as parturition approaches; she makes a nest for her young; a
swollen vagina and milk down In the
teats are other visible signs. One can
be quite certain that a sow will farrow late In the afternoon or the following night when milk Is found In the
teats in the morning.
The feed at this time should be slopNothing
py and limited In amount.
but lukeworm water should be given
the sow during 24 hours previous to
farrowing. If she has already farrowed a litter and has been properly fed
snd cared for during pregnancy, little difficulty may be expected. With
young sows, particularly those bred at
an Immature age, there Is considerable risk at this time, not only to the
pigs but to the sow herself.
,
Amount of Bedding.
There Is a difference of opinion as
to the amount of bedding which should
be given to the sow at this time. An
active sow in comparatively thin condition can be trusted with a liberal
amount of bedding, but sows which
are In high condition or which are at
all clumsy, had better be given only a
moderate amount of bedding. Leaves
or short straw are preférred.
The farrowing pen should be dry
and well ventilated, but free from
drafts. Provide the pen with a guard
rail made of two by four plonks with
their edges against the sides of the
pen about, ten inches' above the bed.
These prevent the sow from lying
against the partition, and lessen the
danger of Injury to the pigs. The little fellows will soon learn to creep
under the guard rail when the sow
lies down.
What to Do When Pigs Arrive.
When the pigs are born during warm
weather, they are less liable to become
Chilled and will generally find their
way to the teats unaided. In extreme
ly cold weather the pigs will be In
danger of being chilled unless the hog
.house Is heátéd. To remedy :thls, place
a few heated bricks In the bottom, of
a basket or small 'box, covering them
with chaff or straw, and put a cloth
over the top to keen In the heat; unless the sow objects too seriously, the
pigs may be nibbed dry with a soft
cloth and placed In the receptacle as
fast as they arrive, if pny of the little pigs appear to be lifeless when they
are born, first see that all mucus is removed from the nose, then glye the
pig a few gentle slaps on the side with
the hand... This will start the pig
breathing If there Is any life In the
body. Give It a suck of the sow's milk
and place It in the receptacle, as described previously. The pigs will not
suffer If they do not sudk for a few
minutes after farrowlng.;
Cut Out Back Teeth.
Before placing the pigs with the sow,
cut out the eight small tusklike teeth.
There are four of these on each Jaw
In the rear of the mouth. These teeth
are very sharp, and If left In the plgs's
month they will likely cause tearing of
the sow's udder, and the little pigs cut
one another's mouth while fighting for
a teat. These teeth can be removed
with bone forceps, wire nippers, or
with a knife. Never pull out the teeth.
Always cut or break them off. After
this operation Is over, place the pigs
with the sow, care being taken .that
?nch one gets to a teat. When the
ifter-lilrtIs passed,. It should' be removed from the pun at once and burled or burned.
There Is good reason
'o believe Unit ei:t!ng the after-birtoften the beginning of the habit of
entlng pigs.
As a rule, the sow should have no
h
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food the first 24 hours after farrowing,
but should be given a liberal arm or,
warm water. If, however, she shows
signs of hunger, a thin slop of bran
and middlings may be given. The feeding for the first three or four days
should be light and the time consumed
In getting the sow on full feed should
be from a week to ten days, depending
on the size and thrift of the litter.
The Bow's Feed.
Great care must be taken to feed the
sow properly. If she Is not being properly fed, the little pigs will show
If the pigs follow the sow around very
much and pull at her teats, It Is a good
sign that she Is not giving enough milk,
and more feed should be given to stimulate the milk flow. When a sow Is
overfed, causing a heavy flow of milk,
scouring Is generally produced In the
pigs. If this happens, cut down the
Give the sow
sow's feed immediately.
15 or 20 grains of sulphur of Iron (copperas) In her slop morning and evening, and if necessary, increase the dose
until results have been obtained.
Exercise Is Necessary.
After the sow has farrowed, it is
best for her to be In the open air. Of
course, If the pigs are farrowing during the winter months, care will be
needed, and It may be necessary to let
the pigs reach the age of two weeks
before turning them out. They can,
however, get considerable exercise in
the piggery or In the lot with the sow,
and there is often a lot adjoining ft
barn that Is sunny and sheltered from
the cold winds, where the sow and
pigs may be turned for exercise. Do
not allow the pigs to run out during ft
J
cold rain.
If they do not get exercise, they will
get fat and lazy and the usual result
is the "thumps." This Is caused by the
fat getting so thick around the heart
and lungs that the pigs find it difficult
to breathe. The best way to prevent
this is to avoid overfeeding and make
the young pigs take plenty of exercise.
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IMPROVE

SOIL

FOR ALFALFA

Crop Will Not Flourish" Where Is Acid
Make Liberal Application
of Lime.
An add soil will not produce alfalfa.
If you think your soli Is acid buy a
few pieces of blue litmus paper from
the drug store, put a piece of, this paper In contact with a piece, ,of your
soli, making It damp enough to stick
In a ball of soil. If the blue litmus paper turns pink there is an excess of
acid and the soil needs lime. Apply
lime liberally, ground limestone or
lime, before planting alfalfa.
From 1,200 pounds "to a ton may be
used, according to the soli.

DEFINITE PURPOSE
NEEDED
.

(Prepared by the United Statea Department ot Agriculture.)
The lack jof definite purpose,
too often shown by the Amerl- -'
canfarmer, )s Illustrated in the
following letter, which recently
was received by the dairy spe-

cialists :
"Please send me some Instructions on breeding dairy cattle. I
have been crossing Jerseys and
Holstelns.
I would also like
some Information on milking
goats."

,

This request Indicated that
the inquirer has followed the
plausible plan of crossing the
Jersey,' noted for the quality of
its milk, with the Holstein, notable for Its quantity, hoping to
produce cows that would give
milk In the quantity of the Holstein and of the quality of the
Jersey. He failed, like most
who have experimented In this
manner, found that his cows
gave milk of Holstein quality
and in Jersey quantity, and then
began to think about changing
from dairy cattle to milk goats.
The dairy specialists have advised him to select one breed of
cattle and "stick to it"
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THEN LIFT

TOUCHY CORNS OFF WITH
FINGERS.

H

Don't hurt a bit I Drop a little
freezone on an aching corn, Instantly
that corn stops hurting, then you lift
It right out Yes, magic I
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1 French patrol leaving its dig-ou- t
to make a raid on the enemy trenches nearby.
2 A British soldier
looking over the dreary icene of a battlefield In Flanders; In the foreground a .disabled tank sinking Into the
quagmire. 8 Regiment of American engineers In France marching to the front.

gaged In the big battle, but they were evidently not daring to come out to
A tiny bottle of freezone costs but
steadily and rapidly moving up to the rescue. The fact that the British
few cents at any drug store, but Is NEWS REVIEW OF
their assigned positions, and the news were engaged In clearing the Kattegat
sufficient to remove every hard corn,
that more and more of them were be- of mines may portend naval operations
soft corn, or corn between the toes.
ing hurried across the Atluntlc was of moment.
,
and the callouses, without soreness or
THE
WEEK greeted
with enthusiasm by the BritIrritation.
ish and French officers and men. They
Turning to the east, we find the parts
Freezone Is the sensational, discov
are needed, and heeded quickly, for the of the former state of Russia being ex ery of a Cincinnati genius. It Is won
British Army, Now Supported by allied commanders, though believing plotted ns fields for German ruthless- derful. Adv.
their Unes cannot be broken, know the ness comparable to that which devas- French Troops, Still Holds
enemy Is still very strong, and unUp to Date.
tated Belgium. According to advices
doubtedly Is gathering his strength for In Washington, the Huns Intend to
Marcella
Is Bennle Bennbrough
Back the Germans.
col
further tremendous efforts. While he make Ukraine an
still painting houses for a living?
well might be held by the allied forces ony, and ore nbout to dissolve the rada
Waverly Yes, but he doesnt coll
now there, he can only be crushed and and Install a Teuton government.
It that now.
Al
DRAWS BACK EAST OF YPRES driven back when they have been ready they are putting
s
Marcella What does he call It?
greatly
by the boys from Into all the offices and have cut
Waverly Camouflaging residences.
America.
Youngstown Telegram.
Ukraine off from all communication
Huns Fight Furiously to Capture the
Moreover, the commanders of the with Russia proper.
All entente offl
allies say no greater mistake could be cers In ths state have been ordered un
Mestlnes Ridge and Bethune Secremade than to think this is the final der arrest. Finland Is running red
tary Baker Returns to Speed
battle. Even If It can be called dewith the blood of the people of the
Juice .of Lemons!
America's Men Acros
Schwab
cisive,' it Is absolutely essential thnt working class and others who oppose
Heads Shipbuilding.
the United States send over all Its men the White guard and the Finnish feu
How to Make Skin
as quickly as possible, that all possible dnl class. They are pointed out to the
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
eventualities may be faced and the German troops, which .have occupied
At the end of another week of the right kind of a victory ultimately en- Helslngfors, and are murdered by the
White'and Beautiful
most sanguinary battle the world has forced.
latter' In conjunction with the White
ever known, the British army was still
-- Hi
guard. The provisional government of
At the cost of a small Jar of ordi undestroyed, Its lines still unbroken.
That this Is the view of Secretary Finland and tens of thousands of Finns
nary cold cream one can prepare a full Overwhelmingly outnumbered In Flanof War Baker also Is mode plain In have retired to Petrograd. The bru
quarter pint of the most wonderful ders, Holg's men were forced to give his report to the president, made on tnlltles of the Huns ore being exhibited
lemon skin softener and complexion up some Important positions, and east his return Inst week from Europe. In Biso in Russia Itself as the troops push
beautlfier, by squeezing the Juice of of Tpres they withdrew from the bulg a sentence this was that the United their way north and east. In one vll
two fresh lemons Into a bottle contain-In-g ing Passchendaele salient before the States must furnish the strength that lage the Inhabitants resisted an armed
three ounces of orchard white. Care enemy observed the movement, and will crush Germany, and must furnish requisition for money by German
should be taken to strain' the Juice straightened and shortened their de- It at once. If Mr. Baker ever thought forces and an officer was killed In the
through a fine cloth so no lemon pulp fensive line so that It was much the war was "3,000 miles away," his resulting scuffle. Thereupon the Ger
gets In, then this lotion will keep fresh stronger and more secure. Meanwhile trip abroad has cured him of that de- mans burned the town and with maarrived to as lusion. There Is now no warmer ad chine guns slaughtered the Inhabitants
for months. Every woman knows that French
lemon Juice Is UBed to bleach and re- sist the British, the commanders hav- vocate of the policy of giving force, as they fled from their blazing homes.
ing decided that the Flanders offensive precision and rapidity to American ac Against
move such blemishes as sallowness,
this and other similar outrages
freckles and tan and Is the Ideal skin was not merely a diversion. To the tivities, and on his own behalf and Tthltcherln, Russian minister of for
south, on the Somme and the Alsne, that of his department he pledged bet eign affairs, protested to Berlin, ask
softener, smoothener and beautlfier.
the French had been stoutly repulsing ter results in hurrying men and muni Ing the punishment of the guilty. But
Just try It Get three ounces of
white at any pharmacy and two every attack, and It was predicted tlons to the fighting front.
can" anyone recall the infliction of pun
As for the American troops now in ishment on the Huns who perpetrated
lemons from the grocer and make up a that the time was near when General
quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant Foeb, the allied commander In chief, France, Mr. Baker had nothing but like outrages In Belgium and northern
praise for their condition and their France?
lemon lotion and massage It daily into might be expected to start his
Though they were still military qualities. They have made
the face, neck, arms and hands. It
.
-t- onaturally should help to soften, fresh- bringing fresh divisions Into the bat- good In every way, he said. Those
Any hope that the relations between
en, bleach and bring out the roses and tle, It was figured the Germans must same troops during the week had op Germany and Austria-Hungarmight
beauty of any skin. It Is wonderful to be approaching the point of exhaus portunlty to show the stuff they were be disrupted by the exposure of En
tion, when a return blow would be made of, for several times the Ger
peror Charles' letter concerning peace
smoothen rough, red hands. Adr.
most effective.
Indeed, It did not mans made fierce attacks In the Toul and the French claim to'
e
seem this blow could be much longer sector. Each time they were repulsed,
was dispelled by the appointment
Making the Baby Useful.
"Bridget's had breakfast lato every delayed, for the British, though their and the Tankees went Into the fray of Barón Burlan as minister of for- morning this,
with a Joy that did the hearts of their eign affairs to succeed Count Czernln,
week. Can't you do some- spirit and courage were undiminished,
were sustaining continuous attacks by officers good. Their bravery, coolness
thing to get her up on time?"
the official goat. Burlan U recognized
an enemy which was immensely superiand efficiency were so general that as a firm supporter of the policy of a
"Well, there's the alarm clock."
"That doesn't always go off. Lend or in numbers and was under leaders their commanders had difficulty In continued alliance with Germany and
whose disregard for life was utterly picking out any men for especial com
the press of both Austria and Germany
her the baby." Boston Transcript.
reckless.
mendatlon.
assert that the country's foreign policy will not be changed by htm. Dr.
ALLEN'S FOOT-EADOES IT
At the beginning of the week the
Von Seydler, the Austrian premier,
The
urgent
evident
and
need
for
When vour choca pinch or your corns and bun- Germans, finding they could not make more soldiers helped to hasten Lloyd was emphatic In stating the some view,
lona acbe get Allen's
the aatlaeptlo
powder to be shaken Into shoes and sprinkled la much progress toward Bethune,
and said those who looked to the enat George's
bill through par
the
Gires Instant relief to Tired, Achthe south part of their salient, because liament, despite the opposition caused tente for salvation would always be
ina;, Swollen, Tender feet. Orer 100,000 packages
are being used by the troops at the front. Bold of the stubborn resistance of the Britby the clause applying conscription to regarded and treated as enemies of the
Ter7here,25o. Dtn't mictH mmt niMtitutt.k&f. ish
at Givenchy, Festubert and Locon, Ireland.
The government also pre state. In this category he must InIt's the girl who can't sing that turned to the north and undertook to pared to Introduce its home rule bill clude many of the people of Bohemia,
seems anxious that every one should flank Tpres by driving the British which It announced It would pass or for at a great mass meeting In Prague
from the Bailleul-NeuvEgllse,
President Wilson was cheered and the
fall In the attempt. There was con
know it.
line.
For two slderable dissatisfaction In England knlser Jeered.
In Vienna there has
been serious rioting by the hungry peoLiberty bonds are your national life days the attacks of the Huns were over the fact that the British in Flnnd
beaten back with fearful slaughter, ers were so badly outnumbered by the ple.
Insurance.
but then Field Marshal Halg was com Germans, and the blame, If any, was
pelled to give ground and retired from not placed, there were insistent calls
Bolo Pasha, the spectacular French
part of the famous Messlnes ridge, at for the return of Sir William Robert
traitor, was executed nt Vlncennes on
the same time drawing his lines nearer son to the position of chief of the ImWednesday, after having made confesto Tpres.
There was still higher perial general staff. On Thursday sions that are believed to Involve many
ground at his rear, however, and his Viscount Mllner was made secretary others In his Infamies. In the United
generals and men displayed a cheerful of state for war, the enrl of Derby be- States men equally guilty of treason
"
mm
optimism that contrasted with the deare allowed to live, and If arrested are
coming ambassador to France.
pression caused in England and, to a
usually let out on bail to continue their
considerable extent, in America by
vile practices until the time comes for
Since it is still evident that "ships
what looked like serious reverses.
their trial.
This may be remedied,
Not for a minute did the men who are will win the war," and that America
However, by the passage of the Chum
must
most
supply
our
ships,
of
the
doing the fighting admit that they
berlnln bill Introduced In the senate,
In the spring we may be attacked at were beaten or could be beaten by any national shipbuilding agencies were declaring the United States a part of
any moment. Toxic poisons pile up forces Hlndenburg could bring against reorganized Inst week for the fifth the military zone and mnklng spies
within us after a hard winter, and we them, and though the Hun, when he time and Charles M. Schwab, chair- ;Thd disloyalists subject to trial by
feel
tired out, blue and had tnken Bnllleul, was within 24 man of the board of directors of the
Among those who np
discouraged.
This Is the time to put miles of Dunkirk, they still hnd no Idea Bethlehem Steel corporation, was giv- peared before the senate committee to
our house in order cleanse the system of permitting him to
force his way to en the new position of director general urge the passage of this measure, was
and put fresh blood into our arteries.
of shipbuilding and placed In supreme
coast.
W. B. Bloodgood, chairman of the Milthe
You can obtain an alterative extract
control of the construction of merreach
La
to
effort
the
waukee council of defense. He warnBassee
In
the
from Rlnflri rnnt finlrtnn fionl Str.no
vessels.
Chairman Hurley of ed the senators that dire consequences
and Queen's root. Cherrv bark, rolled canal and take Hazebrouek, the enemy, chant
the shipping board and Genernl Manmight result In Wisconsin unless the
into a sugar-coate-d
tablet and sold bv Her Intense artillery preparation, at
most druggists, in sixty cent vials, as tacked along the front from Meteren ager Plez will work in complete har- government deals more effectively with
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. to Robecq, but was repulsed at almost mony with him, directing the organidisloyalty and sedition. "Feeling grows
This blood tonic. In tablet or Ilauld every point and sustained heavy zation necessary to carry out his stronger with the departure of every
form, Is just what you need for "Spring losses, The allied artillery was espe plans. The necessity for some such a army transport," sold he, "and the peor ever," ior inai lacic or ammuon. it cially effective here and east of Be- step was shown by the official an- ple are likely to go back to primitive
will fill you full of vim, vigor and vl- of the change, which methods."
Mr. Bloodgood asserted
thune and the Germans found It al nouncement
tallr.
forward of the thnt
carrying
"The
said:
up
impossible
to
bring
their
propaganda has been
mst
--n,
Chilliness vn. ntw
mi
construction work In the 130 shipwidely disseminated in the training
enough, is a sign of biliousness, or of transport trains.
un Thursday tne enemy resumed yards now In operation Is so bad tltat camps where Wisconsin troops have
malarial poisons so is a
of the been quartered, and
furred or coated tongue, his attacks in the Bethune region, It requires a
that German
toss oi appetite.
Headshipbuilding organization throughout
agents have purchased union cards and
bridges
number
throwing
light
a
of
aches or giddiness, and a
the country." The determination to obtained employment In munition
fac
dull, drowsy, debilitated across La Bassee canal near Locon.
feeling. It's your liver These were swept away by the British speed up shipbuilding was evidenced
tories when they were unable to hit a
by
by
warning
Hurley
the
Mr.
Issued
that's at fault. Toa artillery and machine-gu- n
fire and
nail on the head.
want to stimulate it and large numbers of Germans were killed. that delinquent plants will be tnken
Extension of the espionage law to
invigorate it with Dr
over by the government unless they apply to women will lead
to the arPierce's Pleasant Pelleta. Again and again the Germans reWith every trouble of the newed the attack, using more than show decided Improvement.
rest of numerous women, though many
I
kind, these tiny little 125,000 fresh troops on the
of them already have fled from the
things act like a miraole.
GivenThe British admiralty report showed country. Most of the spies who run
You can break up sudden front between St. Tenant and
away go to Cuba, and It has been dis
attack! of Colds, Fevers, chy, but each time they were thrown 15 British vessels sunk by submarines
losses.
French during the previous week, 11 of them covered that their headquarters are In
ITltU back witli appalling
BI1U UJUaiUUUI.WUB
them. They'll give you permanent bene- Infantry and batteries
being 1,600 tons or over.
Havana.
fit for Indigestion, Constipation, Sour With Halg's forces.
On Monday British warships encounr
Dizxineas.
Stomach, Sick Headache, and
tered a fleet of German armed trawlThe week was marked by the death
They are small and pleasant to take, and
Save for certain engineer units, the ers In the Kattegat and sank ten of of United States Senator William Joe5
the most thoroughly natural remedy.
Twenty-fivcents at most drug stores.
American troops had not yet been en them, the nearby German naval forces Stone of Missouri.
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CATTLE BUSINESS?

M. una

Small Pill
Small Dose

Small Price

JCAMTO

''Jr

FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
CanuUM brars signatura

PALE FACES
Gtnarally Indícala a lack
f Iroa lo tfaa Blood

""'-"-Bostó-

Bag

I

át

Make

gooi

Sor

beautiful white

IflTTLE

aVTÜHCj

Correct
"Where did we get that word Sa- tan?"
"Oh, that's merely an Old Nick
Transcript.
,
l"riDo"'t

post rard Utánj tn4
ITS FORMATION ftbuut
lira rifw non,
"CATTtí. BREEDS AND OKIOIN"
about all brawls of oattle on earth.
aOIESTS' ieihiwit & , I lOO, ItUIEUU, 111
Drop ns

get Vh.Ha

Since the day of the caveman, who
liked his meat raw, civilization has
learned a lot about the scientific treatment of the things we eat
Naturally none of us would now
prefer to have our meat raw, our potatoes as they come from the ground,
our coffee unroasted.
And naturally follows the great discovery recently made by .'he American Tobacco Co. that tobacco tastes
better TOASTED!
This wonderful new Idea simple
like all great inventions was first
used In producing the famous LUCKY
STRIKE Cigarette made of toasted
Burley tobacco.
Burleyhas a mellow flavor, entirely
different from the tobacco usually
used for cigarettes. It is a pipe tobacco and LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes
.
taste like a pipe. Adv.
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CATTLE?

FOODS TASTE BETTER COOKED
-T- OBACCO TASTES BETTER
TOASTED

9?

IN THIS STORY

Do Ton Enow About

Carter's Iron Pills

iS??

Will balp this condition

Advi

B.Colmaa,Wah- -

S

un.ll.u
BastrasallSL
Lots of women haters are afraid to PATENTS
mention it to their wives. "
WlOllSae proposition Tlldlns
Piano PI.mmI
riayersi nut proat. v iaa fa for
Adams Conpanr, W Caaual Park Wast,
Msa Xors
A mnn Is always known by the company thnt refuses to keep him.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Books rraa.
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Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
'
rarming n man power necessait
TO WIN TBS BATTU FOR LIBERTY

The Food Controller! of the United

States and Canada are asking fot
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest Upon the
efforts of the United States and Canada resti the burden of supply.
,

Eviry Available Tillable Aere Mutt Contribute) Every Available
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Atsiet
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man powei
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies it for mo.e men for iced
ing operation.

Canada'a Wheat Production Last Year wae 225,000,000 Bushels; the
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels

To secure this the must have
the men.

assistance.
She has the land but needs
States wants every man who can

The Government of the United

effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,

we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can best serve
the combined interests.
Weitern Canada's help will be required not later than Mav 5th. Want to com
petent help, S0. 00 a month and up, board and lodjing.
Those who rat pond to this appeal will ret a warm welcome, rood ware, rood!
board and find comfortable homes.
They will get a rate of one cent a mile from Canadian
boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars ai to routes and places where employment may be had apply toi

U. 8. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER, COLORADO;

CHEYENNE, WYOMING

A Consolation.

Used to 'Em.
"My friend, the photogrnplier, was
"Do you suppose we'll ever have gas
firmly refused by the lady he asked attacks In this country?"
to mnrry him.
"Good heavens, man,, aren't we ac"Well, lie hnd something to console customed to congress and legislatures
him. At least, he secured a good nega- In session?"
r
tive."
Mean.
While n in ii n may be capable of
"All thnt I am I owe to my wife."
loving two women at the same time,
"Yes. I've been told you married her
for her money."
If lie Is wl.se he won't attempt It,
i

Trust not your enemies; there are
Nobody ever regrets
few faithful enemies.
the right thing.

having done

e
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ENOCH MORGAN'S

Laid Him

SONS

A Mane

Buy
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OUR DEFENSE
"run-down-

For

SAPCLIO

bctSds

For

PATRIOTISM

ECONOMY

"Actions speak louder than
words-A- ct

- Don't Talk -- Buy Now

court-martia- l.
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"If

coming to farmers from the rich wheat field, Of
TjVtó
Western Canada. Where vou can buy rood fans bad
an i i
jw per acre ana raise trom 20 to 45 bnsbeu
of $2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers In her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

1

160 Acre Homesteads Free to Settlers
and other land at very low price. Thousands of

fa m

farmers from the U. S. or their aona are vearlv tnlrlner
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is
fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. Good
cnoois; mame
convenient; climate excellent
write ior literature and particulars as to reduced
railway ratea to bupt. immigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to
W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Boo Bldg., Omaha. Nob.
Canadian Government Agent

i
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RED CROSS DRIVE

This Space has been donated

RED CROSS DRIVE

For Three Weeks during the Month of May to the Benefit of the Red Cross Drive
We are offering a few Specialties of Great Values this week
Men's $4.50 Khaki
UNIONALLS

We are offering
.
the very

Solid Packed

SUGAR CORN
Two for

Choicest
POTATOES

In all sizes
Very heavy quality
For one week ending
May 1st

25c

Solid Packed

Guaranteed
to be sound

$3.50

TOMATOES
Two-poun-

Two for 25c

$2.00

Per Suit

Two end

W. Gibson, writes
Courtland N. Y. for his S--

from
and
March
says "We arrived here
31st, 19 days on the road. Had a
remarkable trip thru Texas, Okla
Kan. Mo. 111. Ind. Ohio. West
Va. Penna andN.Y. Encountered no mud except one day in
Indiana. We thought it dry in
N. M. But, Say Fellows! Texas
and Oklahama was just simply
fierce, part of three days we
almost suffocated with the dust.
For 30 hours daylight travel we
could not see 150 feet ahead of
the car, and say! it was not just
dust but coarse sand that cut out
faces like hail.
In our judgment the prospect
for wheat is as good on the mesa
as anywhere along our route.
I suppose we will not be back
to N. M. for a time as we have
purchased a smail home here
Cortland, N. Y. and will linger
' here till we sell out'again.
country
This is a
and not much for wheat or

J.

Carlos Branch resigned hi8
position at Dawson "and came
home Tuesday to accept a position
in the Wilson Co. store at Mills.
There are many reasons why
the Mills job is more desirable
than at the Coal Camp, but the
principal one is, that he will be
near home.

Jess LaRue was in town Saturday and called for some

R J.

II. Roy went to
Monday to ittend Court.

One-Pric-

e

House"

Percher on Morgan Stallion

TTft IT T TTh TP"

17-hand-

M ora
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prepardness for the coming boom

AXJ

To These Little Tips
NO

SIR:Lumber is

NOT HighMfs Still too Cheap.

a sure foal getter.

wont lie but liars will figure" the following figures are
based on approximate if not exact facts, and by comparing the values of a few farm products during 1914 & 1918
They show a tremenbous increase in price of farm product?. Three years ago a 2501b hog would "purchase about
Today the same hog will buy 15,000 shin- 5,000 shingles.

last-thre-

151

Parting with Mare or removing from vicinity forfeits
insurance, and makes service fee due at once.
Care taken to prevent accidents

J. T. ABBOTT, Mgr.
m

un

to insure nv- ii worse or jacK

Go

e

R oberts & Olver
Phone No, 19

c

RM

.,

ROY,

,

Stand:

farmer could build a barn 32X56ft with a 14ft shed
with the price of 750 bushels of wheat or 1250 bu. corn,
or 2,200 bu. oats, or 1,400 bu. of Sp'uds, or 40 hogs, while
today he can build the same barn with 350 bu. of wheat,
or G00 bu. corn, or 1550 of oats, or a little old pile of 700
bu. of spuds, or 20 hogs, And yet! in the face of these
startling facts, they continue the hue and cry "Lumber is
too high." Now is really your golden opportunity to build
According to these figures, the
Will you do it?
years is far
slight advance in Lumber for the
less than any product of the farm and considering the increase in other material, Lumber Í3 a cheap buy today.
Let us teach your DOLLAR to have more CENTS
A

S-- A

is

At my Farm, 10 miles
North of Mills, . 17 north
and 2 west of Roy, 6 East of Abbott,

Think of it

Mitchell,

moth J acii

INSPECTION No

A fine individual with fine Style and action and

LISTEN! While, as the old saying goes "Figures

S-- A

well
Mitchell,
Mrs. L. K.
school
known homesteader and
teacher of this mesa, writes us
from Latrobe Penna,' where she
is now teaching school, She sends
a year.s subscription and says
some nice things about the
and the progress we are making
in all lines here as recorded in
the news columns. She gets $8o.
per month, Her school runs to
June and she will return to it
this fall so must deny herself a
trip back to her New Mexico
ranch. Sha recently purchased
an isolated 40 acres adjoining her
half section homestead and has
one of the best farms on the mesa
Her son is now in France, a
Sergeant in the Cavalry. She if
praying for good crops for" all the
mesa people this summer.

"The

Inspection No. 14. The John Schneider HorseTSf
The work of establishing the
and weighs 1,700'
grade on the Roy Streets ha Jet Black Horse stands
been completed and the markers He. is a fine individual and a sure foal getter.
set so that in future all may
know how to build and plan The conformation of this horse, taken as a whole, is
their buildings to conform to the almost perfect and will meet the eye of the most critpermanent grade. It was no
small job, but it is a wise step in ical observer.

Listen!

"Pinto Beans". We must have
to keep tab on the, good
the
people of the mesa to whom we
send kind regards.
K.

pounds

'

dairy-farmin- g

From Mrs. L.

type-

writer paper at this oñize. Jess
is optomistie over the prospect
for a summer crop this year.

S. Bland and wife came" in
Monday from Chicago, where
they have spent the winter, and
went out to their homestead for
the summer. They seem, glad to
get back to the mesa again and
their many friends are glad to
welcome them.

one-ha- lf

15c

Per Cwt.

oersheim Mercantile Company.
Gibson in New York

ds

New Mex.
1!

but will not he responsible should any occur.

'heodore atuer

SEASON, of 1918,

Owner and Keeper

